The 2020-2021 academic year likely will be recorded as the strangest in the history of the College of Law. Masks, hand sanitizer and social distancing are everywhere. We haven't traveled at all for recruiting students, student job interviews, or alumni visits or receptions. Many of our faculty and students have engaged in our core educational mission from outside the law school walls and the city of Tallahassee. Zoom fatigue, a concept unknown to us one year earlier, overtook us with a vengeance as the reality of our canceled spring break set in. And our work and study life is broken regularly with dashes to the Civic Center for COVID tests and vaccinations.

Despite this strangeness, there is much good to report. Our professors have become experts in the use of Zoom screens and breakout rooms, virtual office hours, and enhanced assessment tools to enable students to participate actively and meaningfully in their legal education. Widespread alumni support of our student emergency fund has enabled us to support our struggling students with the financial means to adjust to lost employment, unexpected child care needs, and the enhanced technology requirements associated with active remote learning. As always, we are most grateful for your support, especially during a time when many of you have struggled, too.

Our students have adjusted well to their remote environments, and many are excelling in this new space. Our Moot Court team won five national championships this year, and the Trial Team has also won a national championship and is nationally ranked for the first time. Our Black Law Students Association (BLSA) won their 2021 regional mock trial competition in January. With many courses occurring remotely this year, we have attracted faculty and guest lecturers from across the country and the world, which has truly enriched the educational experience for everyone.

Our institutional accomplishments and recognitions also continue to grow, despite a challenging environment. Our class of 2020 employment numbers are as strong as the class of 2019, despite a much softer job market last spring and summer. And our bar passage rate of 84.4% for the delayed July Florida Bar Exam is higher than it has been in many years. According to statistics released by the ABA earlier this year, FSU is the 18th best law school in terms of the percentage of graduates who passed a bar examination in the primary jurisdiction on the first attempt. preLaw magazine ranked us the top law school in the nation for government careers, the seventh best for criminal law careers, among the top seven law schools for both public policy and human rights law, and the eighth best value law school. According to the World University Rankings (2020), which heavily weights faculty scholarship, FSU Law is the 17th best U.S. law school, and ranks among the top 50 best universities for law in the world.

Alumni engagement continues to be strong, with the introduction of practice area receptions and the planning and formation of identity-based alumni groups (see page 6 for information about the formation of the Black Alumni Network). BLSA and our Student Bar Association have each planned very rich remote programming for the entire community, and several of our alums have joined the lectures and panel discussions. At the end of the spring semester, we celebrated the end of the year and graduation!

Graduation was the first sign of a planned return to normalcy as the vaccine rollout has reached our entire university population. We plan to be fully back in person for classes this fall. We look forward to a return of lunch-hour student events and the energy that comes with having students on the law campus all day. Our 1Ls have never seen the green filled with students and faculty enjoying social events and professional networking, and we look forward to seeing them experience more of the larger community connectedness that makes FSU Law so excellent.

Although we are most eager for this return to normalcy, our forced adjustments have provided unexpected advantages that we hope to retain. It's been far too long since I have seen you, and I look forward to that as soon as possible. But I do hope our new formats of engagement will provide an opportunity to enhance the richness of our core educational mission and our connectedness with the entire FSU Law community.

See you soon!

Erin O’Hara O’Connor
Dean and McKenzie Professor
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A Tradition of Excellence: Black Alumni of FSU Law

By Christi N. Morgan

The College of Law is proud to count many successful Black lawyers and judges among its nearly 10,000 alumni. Graduates include judges, civil rights movement leaders, presidents of the National Bar Association, partners at top firms, high-ranking government attorneys, powerful lobbyists and innovative community leaders. These alumni are contributing to a tradition of excellence that shows future generations what is possible. This article features just some of FSU Law’s successful Black alumni and provides information on a new organization that aims to support all Black graduates, students and professors.

Benjamin L. Crump

FSU Law’s most nationally recognized alumnus may be Benjamin “Ben” Crump (’95). An attorney for the families of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and many others, Crump is at the forefront of civil rights and racial justice movements and has been in the spotlight more than ever recently.

“This last year of 2020 has been an unprecedented year, not only because of the COVID-19 pandemic, but also because of horrific injustices that have taken place,” said Crump. “During the pandemic, it seems like everything shut down in America except racism and police brutality.”

With clients all over the United States and frequent appearances on national news programs, Crump’s schedule is extremely full. To best represent his national clientele, after seeking approval from his wife and daughter on his travel schedule, Crump typically flies to multiple cities each week.

“Normally I don’t get to stay in one city beyond 24-36 hours before I have to go to the next city,” said Crump.

Additionally, a Netflix documentary crew has been following Crump around the country for a project that is slated to air in 2022.

Crump’s most recent legal victories include a record-setting $621 million settlement on behalf of children who experienced lead poisoning in Flint, Michigan. Crump also won a $411 million verdict in a Zoom trial on behalf of a Gadsden County, Florida man. Crump believes the second case is evidence that human emotions can transcend Zoom screens.

In addition to his recent law-related achievements, Crump also served as an executive producer and writer for a movie, “Woman in Motion,” which tells the true story of Nichelle Nichols and her efforts to recruit women and minorities to work for NASA.

Although many of his fellow alumni do not practice in the area of civil rights, Crump says everyone can play a part in his goal to end racial injustices. “As Dr. King said, ‘We all have a role to play in the struggle for equality and justice to make a better world for our children.’ I absolutely believe that everybody’s role is not to be on the front lines, but you can do something to try to make a difference in the world to help America live up to our high ideals of equal justice under the law for all American citizens.”
JoLinda L. Herring

In January 2021, JoLinda Herring (’96) was elected Bryant Miller Olive’s (BMO) managing shareholder, becoming the first Black female to take the helm of the firm.

“This is an awesome honor,” said Herring. “I am very proud of the work that the firm has done in the area of diversity and the work we are continuing to do. Also, it allows other young women to know that they can reach similar heights. As Vice President Kamala Harris says, ‘I am the first, but I do not expect to be the last.’”

As BMO’s managing shareholder, Herring will lead the firm and help chart its strategic direction. She has been preparing for this job for a long time. Herring began clerking at the firm as a law student and joined BMO as an attorney in 1996, after graduating and passing the bar exam. During her time as co-chair of BMO’s Public Finance Group—the largest practice group at the firm—Herring had many opportunities to lead and work with firm attorneys located across Florida and in Washington, D.C. and Atlanta.

“I did not have a goal to become managing shareholder,” said Herring. “However, I have been a leader all of my life and my goal is to excel at all that I do. Because of my prior experience working in a family business, I was always interested in the business aspect of the firm.”

In addition to the day-to-day responsibilities of managing the national firm, Herring aims to grow BMO’s clientele. “My goal is to increase awareness of the services and value that BMO can offer to existing clients and prospective clients in new markets who may not otherwise know who we are and what we can do for them.”

Carlos E. Moore

This summer, Carlos Moore (’02) will take the helm of the National Bar Association (NBA), the largest national network of predominantly Black attorneys.

“It is the fulfillment of a dream first birthed in 2000 as a first-year law student,” Moore said about becoming NBA president. “It’s historic in that I’m the first Mississippian and first Cochran Firm lawyer to be elected to the presidency. I’m excited about serving my people and standing for justice as the voice for the nation’s 66,000 Black lawyers, judges and law students.”

Moore is the third FSU Law alumnus to be elected president of the NBA in the past decade. Daryl Parks (’95) served as president in 2011-2012 and Ben Crump was president in 2015-2016. In addition, Moore’s NBA general counsel is slated to be alumnus Sean Pittman (’94). Moore’s presidential goals include fighting against voter suppression and police brutality, while fighting for criminal justice reform, economic justice, empowerment, civil rights, voting rights and social justice.

In addition to currently serving as president-elect of the NBA, Moore is managing partner of The Cochran Firm – Mississippi Delta, located in Grenada, Mississippi, and serves as the first Black municipal judge pro tem in both Grenada and Clarksdale, Mississippi. He primarily represents individuals in civil rights, personal injury and criminal defense cases. “The best part of my job is advocating for the little guy and giving a voice to the voiceless while leveling the playing field. I think of myself as the great equalizer.”

Moore has earned numerous awards for his work, including being named one of the top 100 African American most influential leaders in the nation in the November 2020 issue of African Leadership Magazine.

Also in November 2020, Moore published a co-authored book, “The Five Brothers: Our Journeys to Successful Careers in Law & Medicine.” The book chronicles the obstacles the
African-American authors—three attorneys, a judge and a physician—overcame to achieve their educational and professional goals.

“People needed to know the story behind the glory,” Moore said about why the book is important. “We are not overnight successes and overcame obstacles, beating the odds to become first-generation professionals. If we did it, so can others.”

**Federal Judge Mary Stenson Scriven**

The Honorable Mary Stenson Scriven ('87) has served on the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida since 2008. Prior to that, she was a United States magistrate judge for the Middle District of Florida for more than 10 years. Scriven was the first Black woman to serve on the federal bench in Florida.

“Serving in the federal judiciary allows me to participate in the preservation of the highest tenets and ideals of our system of justice,” said Scriven. “Those who know me know that I love every aspect of the law—from the most mundane discovery dispute to the most hotly contested, sophisticated business challenge involving complicated areas of law, to matters of life and liberty that arise in the criminal context. Working with highly competent litigators to ensure that justice is served and that every party has a fair ‘day in court’ is what motivates me.”

COVID-19 has greatly impacted Scriven’s work. She currently chairs the court’s COVID-19 Committee for the Middle District of Florida and has become very proficient in Zoom and Teams. “We have held countless remote civil evidentiary and non-evidentiary hearings and criminal sentencings via Zoom as permitted under the CARES Act. Our court staff has worked tirelessly and sacrificially to ensure that litigants’ rights were preserved under these unprecedented circumstances.”

In January 2021, Scriven even hosted the first full Zoom jury trial in a Florida federal court. “The jurors never stepped foot in the courthouse, and we managed to select the jury, hold the trial and achieve a verdict in four days.”

Scriven also currently serves in numerous judicial leadership roles—she is the administrative judge for the Tampa Division and a member of the Executive Committee of the court, and chairs the Eleventh Circuit Pattern Jury Instructions Committee. In 2018, Scriven was elected by her peers in the Eleventh Circuit to serve on the Federal Judges Association Board of Directors and was recently appointed to the Executive Board. In 2012, Scriven was honored for her leadership and excellence by the National Bar Association with the prestigious Gertrude E. Rush Award.

A Georgia native who attend Duke University for undergrad, Scriven chose FSU Law over the University of Florida for smaller class sizes, faculty accessibility and a reputation for strong moot court and legal writing programs.

“My FSU education has served me well throughout my career,” said Scriven. “I have found FSU’s alumni network to be second to none in our legal community. From my first job to the one I hold now, I have found comrades from FSU ready to embrace me and assist me in my work and professional endeavors.”

Since the law school graduated its first class in 1969, more than 25 Black alumni have ascended to the bench. The Honorable Zebedee Wright ('71) was FSU Law’s first Black male graduate and became a judge in 1982. The law school’s first Black female graduate, the Honorable Catherine Brunson ('75), also served on the bench from 1994-2018. The Honorable Emerson Thompson ('73) retired from the Fifth District Court of Appeal in 2008; the Honorable Nikki Clark ('77) retired from the First District Court of Appeal in 2015; the Honorable Jessica Costello ('09) was appointed to the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit in 2019; and the Honorable Anthony Miller was appointed to the Second Judicial Circuit in 2020.
Sean A. Pittman

As managing partner and senior attorney at Pittman Law Group, Sean Pittman ('94) is not only a trusted lawyer, but also very involved in Florida’s political process. He represents clients before the Florida Cabinet, Florida Legislature, state agencies, and city and county commissions. Pittman counsels a wide variety of clients including public entities, small businesses, Fortune 500 companies, private citizens and associations.

“We are a boutique law firm that provides expertise in the areas of government relations, civil litigation, government law, administrative law, education law and more,” said Pittman. “I also take pride in my involvement in the local and statewide community through advocacy, serving on boards and volunteering. I love the opportunity to make a difference. Our work is often driven by important issues that impact the lives of everyday people. Our work gives us the opportunity to make laws, change laws, problem solve and have systemic impact on an ever-changing society.”

In the weeks leading up to and during legislative session, Pittman can often be found meeting with legislators, consulting with clients and briefing them on pending legislation, monitoring legislative proceedings, and reviewing bills, while still working on his many legal cases. He also co-hosts the television show “The Usual Suspects” and hosts a radio program and podcast, “The Sean Pittman Show,” where he analyzes complex issues and interviews local, state and national figures. While COVID-19 has changed the way Pittman and his colleagues work, it has not changed the hectic nature of their jobs during and outside of session. His firm’s ability to adapt to evolving situations like the one the world has experienced during COVID-19 has led to much success.

“You have to be proactive and forward thinking,” said Pittman. “In the midst of COVID, we made a decision to pivot and diversify our services and hired two new attorneys with expertise in education law and civil litigation. We are also venturing into new programming for legal interns. I believe my firm’s willingness and ability to adapt and evolve has made us better as we move beyond COVID.”

A South Florida native, Pittman also remains engaged in that community. Since 2005, he has been an active member of the prestigious Orange Bowl Committee, where he served as president in 2018-2019. “Prior to my selection for membership on the committee, there had only been two Tallahassee residents elected. Even more rare, I was the first person elected president not from or living in Miami,” said Pittman. “Being president of the Orange Bowl Committee was a labor of love. The opportunity to work closely for many years with conference commissioners, university presidents, athletic directors, faculty and student athletes on very important issues within collegiate sports has made me a believer that athletics and the academic enterprise can succeed together.”

With FSU Law located in the capital of Florida, it is no surprise that many alumni cultivate careers in the public policy and government arenas. Pamela Burch Fort ('77) is president of The Commerce Group and specializes in legislative and political consulting. Joe Briggs ('07) serves as public policy counsel for the NFL Players Association in Washington, D.C. Shenika “Nik” Harris ('04) served as Florida’s first statewide LGBTQ Consumer Advocate at the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, and is now director of strategic outreach and engagement for the Human Rights Campaign. Kenneth Lawson ('91) has led the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, VISIT FLORIDA, and the Florida Department of Business and Professional Regulation, and now serves as interim executive director of North Carolina Outward Bound School. G.C. Murray II ('12), who is special counsel and director of membership at the Florida Justice Institute, was honored in 2020 as the Young Floridian of the Year for his community service work.
Rosalyn “Sia” Baker-Barnes (’00)

Rosalyn “Sia” Baker-Barnes is a shareholder at Searcy Denney Scarola Barnhart & Shipley, P.A. in West Palm Beach. She serves on the firm’s executive committee and specializes in plaintiff’s personal injury law, medical negligence and product liability cases. Among her most notable cases is her $20 million jury verdict against R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, a wrongful death case spanning more than 10 years and reaching the U.S. Supreme Court.

“My practice is high intensity, in and out of the courtroom, and I handle cases throughout the state of Florida,” said Baker-Barnes. “Although it is very time consuming, my practice is also very rewarding, as I have the unique opportunity to improve the lives of my clients, most of whom have nowhere else to turn and are in desperate need of help.”

Baker-Barnes has represented many young children who suffered brain injuries due to medical negligence. “These cases take years to prosecute, multiple weeks to try, and are extremely difficult. They are also very rewarding because achieving a successful result can make a real difference in the lives of these families. My clients have received specialized treatment and therapies to maximize their abilities. In some instances, because of that specialized treatment, I have had clients who were told they would never walk or talk, do just that.”

Recently, Baker-Barnes represented the mother of a 19-year-old autistic student who ultimately died due to a lack of school supervision that had been promised by the Palm Beach County School Board. The young man’s father was represented by fellow FSU Law alumna Salesia Smith-Gordon (’92). The case settlement of $2 million was well above the state sovereign immunity caps. Additionally, the settlement required new training for employees in the Palm Beach school district, named after their client, that could very well save additional lives.

Other Black alumni who have garnered success in traditional legal practice include Kareem Spratling (’06), a shareholder at Bryant Miller Olive who leads the firm’s public finance team and serves on its board of directors; Earnest DeLoach (’99), who is vice president – legal at Balfour Beatty U.S. Southeast Division and also co-leads the company’s national diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives; and Markenzy LaPointe (’99), who is a partner at Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman in Miami, where he co-leads the firm’s product liability practice.

Although she has an extremely demanding practice and is a wife and mother of three children, Baker-Barnes is fully engaged in the legal profession. She was the first African-American female president of the Palm Beach County Bar Association, chaired the Florida Justice Association’s Young Lawyer’s Section and served for four years on The Florida Bar’s Leadership Academy Committee. She now serves on The Florida Bar Board of Governors.

Baker-Barnes has also been active in efforts to combat racial injustices. Last year, she was involved in her firm’s creation of a television public service announcement and social media content denouncing hatred and systemic racism. She also worked with her AKA sorority and local chapter of The Links, Incorporated to increase voter turnout during the 2020 elections. In March 2021, Baker-Barnes received the Florida Anti-Defamation League’s Jurisprudence Award in recognition of her legal career and efforts against racism and discrimination. In April 2021, Baker-Barnes was honored by the Palm County Bar Association with the Judge Edward Rodgers Diversity Award.

Black Alumni Network

In 2020, alumni Jasymne Henderson (’15), Salesia Smith-Gordon (’92) and Kareem J. Spratling (’06) founded FSU Law’s Black Alumni Network (BAN) to help Black alumni coalesce resources, connect networks and share ideas in efforts to address the impact of systemic racism on legal education and the legal profession. The group’s mission is to empower and support the Black students, alumni, faculty and staff of the Florida State University College of Law in order to assist those
individuals and the College of Law as a whole in achieving their full potential. Led by Smith-Gordon, who was installed as BAN president in February 2021, the alumni will help with recruiting new students, fundraising and supporting current Black FSU Law community members, among other goals. BAN also is focused on efforts to remove the name from the law school’s main classroom building.

“I believe we can do a lot to impact the lives of not just law students, but our alums,” said Henderson. “We have such a strong network, but I don’t think it’s ever been sufficiently leveraged in order to help young lawyers and even older attorneys get business or move their careers.” Henderson believes it would have been extremely beneficial for her to interact more with successful Black female attorneys when she was a law student, so she is hoping BAN will help current students see what is possible for them after graduation.

Smith-Gordon and Henderson also want BAN to be a resource for the law school to help foster relationships with potential Black faculty members—to encourage them to join and remain members of the FSU Law community. They also want BAN members to be a resource and knowledge-base for fellow alumni as they navigate their careers.

The Black Alumni Network is open to all graduates of FSU Law, not just the law school’s 550-plus Black alumni, and BAN leaders are encouraging everyone to get involved.

“There is a mutual benefit for altruistic reasons,” said Smith-Gordon about why alumni should join BAN. “There is also a benefit from a professional standpoint and from a financial standpoint. My objective is to not add a lot of time or effort to someone’s plate; we are tapped out. At some point you are going to need the assistance of others, whether it is ascending to the bench or election or appointment or needing letters written to connect with a partner at a law firm, and there is benefit in having the College of Law behind you. It is mutual because there are many programs of the College of Law for which we can lend our talents of time, even if it is for an hour. Iron sharpens iron and we aim for BAN to serve to enhance FSU College of Law and our profession.”

Henderson added, “We are at a time where we are recognizing on a more universal scale some of the impediments to success that people of color have faced. I think that you either want to be a part of the solution or you don’t. This is one way that lawyers, specifically, can be a part of the solution in addressing those impediments for law students and lawyers and professors.”

The following alumni are serving in BAN leadership roles, thereby lending their talents and time to be part of the solution:

- Salesia Smith-Gordon (’92), president, racial justice consortium co-chair and Florida Bar Board of Governors advisor
- Conti Smith (’07), president-elect
- Alicia Dixon (’10), secretary
- Kenneth D. Pratt (’99), treasurer and fund development
- Jasmyne Henderson (’15), general counsel, governmental affairs co-chair and networking chair
- Sia Baker-Barnes (’00), racial justice consortium co-chair
- Daynica Harley (3L), Black Law Students Association president and student liaison
- Marlon Hill (’95), communications chair and mentorship
- Hon. Anthony Miller (’00), judicial co-chair
- G.C. Murray II (’12), bylaws/corporate governance, membership development and recruitment
- Sean Pittman (’94), governmental affairs co-chair
- Hon. Stephen Stokes (’91), judicial co-chair
- Glenda Thornton (’89), faculty advisor

Alumni can visit law.fsu.edu/BlackAlumniNetwork to learn more about and join BAN.
Amie and Scott Remington met in Civil Procedure during their first year at FSU Law. They joke that Amie’s excellent note-taking ability was the reason for their connection. The pair often studied at Amie’s house, which was much more conducive to studying than Scott’s house across the street from the law school, which he recalled as “a great party house.”

Now, more than 25 years later, the Remingtons both have successful legal careers in Pensacola and a busy life at home as the parents of three.

Scott is the president and managing shareholder at Clark Partington Hart Larry Bond & Stackhouse. He has been with the firm since the Monday after he and Amie graduated from law school in 1997. He concentrates in the areas of litigation, real property and business law, spending half of his time practicing and half managing the firm’s five offices and approximately 100 employees.

“I always thought I would be a plaintiff’s lawyer or a civil rights lawyer, but when I showed up for the first day of work, my supervisor Bill Bond (’77) told me I was going to be a real property lawyer,” Scott remarked. “I enjoy working with clients and helping see their projects and dreams come to fruition.”

Through his work, Scott has been instrumental in helping clients like Quint Studer revitalize downtown Pensacola. He is general counsel to the Pensacola Blue Wahoos minor league baseball team and has represented some of the most transformative leaders in the community. He also serves as general counsel for Triumph Gulf Coast—the organization responsible for distributing $1.5 billion in economic aid resulting from the state’s lawsuit against BP.

Now serving in his ninth year as managing shareholder, Scott jokes that the job is “like nailing Jell-O to a cat.”

“You deal with a lot of very smart and talented people and I receive a great deal of joy watching young lawyers develop and succeed as part of a team,” said Scott. “If you grew up playing team sports or serving in the military, you enjoy the satisfaction of working with a team to bring about a positive result for a client.”

Clark Partington’s culture and emphasis on teamwork are such that Scott and many other talented attorneys have stayed at the firm for decades. Because the attorneys enjoy working together, Scott counts colleagues among his closest friends. They take vacations together.
and socialize on the weekends.

“I inherited a fantastic culture. I did very little to build it,” said Scott, who is in the final year of his third term leading the firm. “The greatest responsibility I have is to do my best to maintain what was handed off to me and be in a position to pass that on to the next leader with the firm in as good—or better—a place than I found it.”

Scott is looking forward to transitioning back to practicing law full time and the increased client contact and courtroom time/Zoom time that will inevitably follow.

Like Scott, Amie began working at a Pensacola law firm the Monday after graduating from law school. She fell in love with employment law when she was assigned to a sexual harassment case as an associate at Bozeman Jenkins & Matthews and has been practicing in the area ever since. For the past 15 years, she has served as general counsel at LandrumHR, a national human capital firm offering permanent and interim staffing, PEO and workforce solutions to its business clients.

“I believe in civil rights to my core, so if I can help employers pay their employees correctly, maintain safe work places, and maintain fairness and transparency, I can positively impact employees’ lives,” said Amie. “Our company currently has about 9,000 job-site employees and my job helps those employees live better because they are all being paid fairly, they’re all being treated fairly and they’re all being trained properly.”

Amie relishes the teaching aspect of her job and speaks frequently to employers and industry groups around the nation about employment law. She has spoken to more than 20,000 people about how to be compliant with the law, thereby helping employees who don’t even know she is advocating for them.

The Athens, Georgia native has been fortunate to have the flexibility to work part time since the Remingtons’ first child was born in 1999. For two decades, Amie has divided her daily schedule between her career and her children.

“My week involves taking the kids to school and doing family things until 7:30 a.m. and then working until 2:00 p.m. When I pick the kids up from school, I am able to flip the switch and prioritize my family,” said Amie, who credits Scott with her being able to spend time with the kids in the afternoons. “I’ve been really lucky to be able to maintain that balance all these years. At LandrumHR, I get to do the professional legal tasks that I think are fascinating, like read the law, do a lot of writing, presentations and teaching. And then at the end of the day, I get to learn a little biology, find ‘x’ in algebra problems and listen to saxophone lessons.”

In addition to their two boys at home—tenth-grader Tom and eighth grader Harry—the Remingtons have a daughter, Virginia, who is a junior at Florida State University. Shortly after she began studying at Florida State, the Remingtons purchased a small farm in Red Bay, which is halfway between Pensacola and Tallahassee and allows them greater flexibility to visit Virginia and attend FSU events.

“We love to spend time there when we can, gardening and chasing guinea hens,” said Scott, who enjoys growing and cooking a wide variety of vegetables. The farm is a place where they watch movies, read, ride their MULE in the woods, cook over a fire pit and “get off the grid.”

At home, Pensacola has been a wonderful environment for the Remingtons to raise their children and cultivate their careers. Upon moving to Pensacola, Scott and Amie married at St. Christopher’s Episcopal Church, and have been actively engaged personally and professionally with the church. As chancellor of the church for 20 years, Amie provides general counsel services and
Amelia “Mel” Rea Maguire: Challenge Accepted  
By Christi N. Morgan

Amelia “Mel” Rea Maguire relishes taking on new challenges and devotes herself wholeheartedly to each new endeavor. Perhaps that is why she has experienced much success in a wide variety of roles throughout her career. Maguire believes a major reason for the steep slope of her career trajectory is that she had a southern mother and her father was a United States Coast Guard officer. “I was as a military brat. We moved every 18 months but had a deep sense of place provided by my mother,” recalled Maguire. “That set my ability to be flexible, stay grounded and look at opportunities.”

Throughout her career, the FSU Law Class of 1986 graduate has worked as a teacher, as the leader of a state agency, on political campaigns, as an associate dean in higher education and as an attorney at two global law firms. She now serves as president of REA International, a business advisory consulting firm, with global clients interested in starting companies in Florida.

“What I like most is the challenge of not knowing and then figuring out what to do. I like solving a problem. If I don’t know something, that is what I want to do. I think change and remaining flexible and standing back, assessing what was going on and understanding how to move into new environments set the beam on which I walk.”

Once Maguire accomplishes something, she typically is ready for a new challenge. Helping businesses overcome obstacles is an ideal role for her. “Most of the companies I have represented (pre-COVID) were multi-million dollar companies, but didn’t necessarily have a presence in the United States. I would advise them on different aspects of what they needed to do—on finding a lawyer and an accountant, on economic development incentives and on corporate regulatory aspects of creating a viable business platform in the U.S. I introduce them to people in the community they need to meet.”

Since the spread of COVID-19, Maguire’s business activities have changed, but she has found new ways to stay busy and to thrive. Her pursuits include taking up tai chi and increasing her creative writing efforts.

“I started taking writing courses out of New York and Miami,” said Maguire, who is currently working on a draft of a creative non-fiction piece. “My research is from 1830 through 1900 about the migration of the planter class...”
out of Virginia to Mississippi. They were given Indian lands by President Andrew Jackson in the 1830s. The facts and the history are true. The characters and dialogue are fictionalized. It’s an area I’ve been interested in for years.”

During the COVID lockdown, Maguire and her husband, Jose Gelabert-Navia—a former dean of the architecture school at the University of Miami—walk every morning and they bought “Townie” bicycles to ride frequently around Coral Gables. Pre-pandemic, the couple enjoyed entertaining at their home, traveling all over the world, going to the movies and dinner with friends, and visiting art museums and cultural events.

The couple stays connected with friends and family through Zoom parties. Their family includes newborn grandson Julian, 5-year-old grandson Navian, daughter Caroline and son-in-law Sage.

Maguire has also ramped up her pro bono and charitable work. She is passionate about her board work with the Florida Justice Institute, which advocates for prison reform and against housing discrimination. She also serves on the Coast Guard Foundation and The Florida House boards and on the law school’s Board of Visitors. Maguire is an enthusiastic supporter of FSU Law’s business program. In 2002, she established an endowment for the annual Amelia Rea Maguire Business Law Lecture. The lecture series grew out of Maguire’s passion for the intersection of law and business.

During her time as a partner at Holland & Knight LLP and Steel Hector & Davis LLP, Maguire observed that many lawyers did not have strong business knowledge to best understand clients’ needs. “I realized lawyers worked in silos,” recalled Maguire. “They knew the law, but lawyers didn’t necessarily understand the business, the industry or the products of their clients. They were disconnected from the business. I think the intersection of law and business is the center of the wheel for viability—in client development, in client representation and in pay.” She saw this year’s DE&I panel as a way to bring progress in law firms for underrepresented groups. The panel featured DE&I experts, including Holland & Knight’s firm-wide diversity partner and Stearns Weaver Miller’s Diversity Committee chair, who provided perspective on the work being done, and the progress still needed, to address law firm support for a strong multi-cultural environment.

Above all, Maguire encourages recent alumni of the law school to get involved in and support the college’s programs. “Even if your first donation is $25, set yourself up to give every year,” Maguire said. “As you start to make more money, give back more to the school. You should pick an area that is your passion. Equally important as giving money is giving time—mentor students, help students find jobs, do those things that someone probably did for you.”

Paying it back and “civic rent” are important tenets by which Maguire lives. “I had a lot of help. I am extremely motivated and I work hard, but I also was cultivated and supported by some pretty important people who helped me move forward—like Sandy D’Alemberte, Wayne Mixson, Chesterfield Smith and Bob Graham. They championed me. They saw something in me that gave them the desire to help me. What I owe to them and others is to turn around and help the people who come after me.”
Called to the Courtroom: B. Richard Young

By Beth N. Pannell

Richard Young reached a point in his life when he felt more comfortable sitting in the courtroom than anywhere else in the world. Born and raised in South Alabama, Young’s family moved to Pensacola when he was 11 years old. But Young, now the managing partner at Young, Bill, Boles, Palmer, Duke & Thompson, almost didn’t choose a life in the law. When he started law school, he came to a crossroads between teaching martial arts and becoming a lawyer. It was the encouraging words of a law professor that helped him get through three years of law school and put him on the trajectory of his current success.

“I couldn’t have picked a better profession,” said Young, a 1984 graduate of FSU Law. “I don’t think anything would have suited me better than what I’ve been doing.”

Since Young knew he wanted to be a trial lawyer and “be where the action was,” after graduating from law school he took a job in Miami at the firm now known as Kimbrell & Hamann. Although he first started with aviation crash work, the aviation cases rarely went to trial. He was advised by another lawyer at the firm to get some automobile cases because that was where the courtroom work was. “Before I knew it, I had tried 25 auto cases to verdict and had a really good track record winning them.”

Several years later, because he developed a good relationship with Geico as a client and because of his success rate for them, Young was invited to open Geico’s house counsel office in Miami, their first house counsel office in the state. He then opened their next house counsel office in Ft. Lauderdale and then one in Tampa. He ran those offices from 1988–1992.

Young moved back home to Pensacola at the end of 1992 and ran a house counsel office for Geico there before deciding he wanted to practice a wider range of trial law than just auto accident cases. With essentially no clients, he decided to branch out on his own. And with two young sons to provide for, he threw himself into building a practice. “I spent every day for a year trying to drum up clients.”

A turning point came in 1998 when Young received a call from a claims manager who thought a bad faith case they had was a little too difficult for his in-house attorney. Today, Young’s firm specializes in bad faith and coverage work, but they have done just about everything—including products liability, admiralty law, auto work and premises liability.

“I love pitting my wits against another lawyer in a courtroom,” said Young. “It
really is a personal one-on-one competition. There’s going to be a winner and a loser, and I want to be the winner because the feeling of losing is so bad, something I could never encapsulate in words. But, the opposite is true when you win—the feeling of elation and joy referred to his firm’s lawyers as “exceptional—not just incredibly bright and skilled at what they do, but just really good people.” In this new role, Young still works with his team and does the analytical examination of cases he enjoys. “We like to talk to each other about

“I couldn’t have picked a better profession,” said Young, a 1984 graduate of FSU Law. “I don’t think anything would have suited me better than what I’ve been doing.”

and happiness is hard to describe, especially if you really have your heart into it.”

Fortunately, due to his 90% rate of winning cases, Young doesn’t experience that losing feeling often.

“T’m very proud of my track record in the courtroom and how many cases I have won, and especially how many difficult cases. There’s no such thing as an easy bad faith case.” He is also proud of making a mark in the state of Florida on the law of bad faith. “It would be hard to crack a book and look at a case involving bad faith—you couldn’t look at five of them decided over the last 20 years without finding my firm name in one of them, or more.”

Although he loved being in the courtroom, as of January 1, 2021, Young is no longer trying cases. It was hard to walk away, but as much as he loved it, there came a point where he said, “I just think it’s time.”

Now, he’s moved into more of a consulting role for the trial lawyers in the firm to make use of his experience. Young feels strongly that comradery is one of the most important aspects of a successful, long-lasting firm and legal theories, legal ideas,” he said. “We love nothing better than to have a tough case with some interesting facts and something we think the average bear would have a little trouble figuring out ‘how do you win this thing?’—figuring out our strategy and coming up with the angle that nobody else considered. The argument that was there all the time, it just wasn’t obvious to everybody. So, I spend a good bit of time kicking theories around with them, working out strategies and discussing how to respond to certain things.”

Now that Young is retired from the courtroom, he hopes to have time for some of his other interests. Young has always loved outdoor activities, including almost anything on the water. He lives on the beach in Pensacola and has property in Alabama, where he considers being out in the woods therapy. Young enjoys fishing, hunting and snow skiing. And as soon as the COVID-19 restrictions end, he intends to do a lot of traveling.

Young is a Golden Chief, a big supporter of Seminole athletics and “bleeds garnet and gold for our football team,” but in 2007 he asked himself, “If I as an alum of Florida State don’t support my law school and make it the best that it can be, then who will? If not me, then who?”

To support his love of trial practice and because there was no Trial Team when he was a law student, Young created the Young Family Endowment to support the FSU Law Trial Team, as well as a merit scholarship.

He recalled a time he spoke to the Trial Team and told them, “Everybody has their idea of what it means to be a lawyer and what they want to do. I don’t have any issues with any style of law they choose, but frankly, I can’t understand why anybody would want to be a lawyer and choose to be anything other than a trial lawyer.” Proud to be the first member of his family to graduate college and the only one to earn a doctorate, Young wanted to give back to the school so that students who want to be trial lawyers and want to engage in trial competitions, would have the opportunity to compete in those competitions across the country.

If competing in a Trial Team competition can give a student just a little taste of Young’s passion for the courtroom and mastery of the art of cross examination and creating a closing argument, they too may find their calling.
Q&A with Exemplary Public Service Career Award Winner Nancy Daniels

FSU Law presented alumna Nancy Daniels (’77) with the Exemplary Public Service Career Award in November 2020. The award recognizes a Florida State University College of Law graduate who has dedicated their career to public service and who has demonstrated exceptional character, integrity, humility and professionalism, as well as the highest regard for ethics. The following Q&A provides details about Daniels’ commitment to public service and what she has been doing since retiring as public defender for the Second Judicial Circuit of Florida in 2016.

What did receiving the 2020 Exemplary Public Service Career Award mean to you?
Receiving the 2020 Exemplary Public Service award was deeply meaningful to me. I value public service, and I’m so happy that our law school honors it with this award. Plus, it is wonderful to be in the company of previous winners Kris Knab and Debbie Kearney.

What did you like most about your public service work?
I loved representing clients in court more than anything, but every aspect of my work has been satisfying. Over the years, I have been a law clerk, an assistant public defender, a teacher, an elected public defender and now a consultant doing legislative analysis for the Florida Public Defender Association. All have been rewarding.

What have you been doing since retiring in 2016?
After retiring, I went to work “part-time” for the Florida Public Defender Association. It has been more demanding than I anticipated, but it is good work. I also serve on a number of boards and do various things at my church. I am always busy.

Why do you think it’s important for students and alumni to consider public service work?
I preach the value of public service because it is purposeful and satisfying for your soul, and it is conducive to work/life balance.

You previously served on the committee that formed this award and selected recipients—why did you choose to volunteer to serve on the committee and why was that important to you?
I was so impressed when the dean agreed to have our law school begin giving this award, and I found that she went about the selection process in a very rigorous manner. It gave me joy to read the nominations—there are so many inspirational, long-serving public servants who deserve the award.

What one thing do you wish people knew about public service work?
I wish people knew that public service legal work is not a career for second-rate lawyers. There are many AV-rated government lawyers who are outstanding scholars and practitioners.

What does being a public servant mean to you?
Doing public service as a lawyer has made me proud. When people make lawyer jokes about lawyers being greedy and sneaky, I absolutely hate it and can point proudly to the many wonderful public defenders, state attorneys, court lawyers, legislative lawyers and others who have not done their work for the money.
The FSU Law community was profoundly saddened by the loss of Professor Emeritus David L. Markell, who passed away on March 22, 2021, after a heroic battle with cancer. Although Markell retired from teaching in 2020 after 18 years at FSU, he remained actively engaged with many in our community and will be terribly missed.

“Dave was beloved for his kindness, generosity, hard work, inspired teaching, scholarly productivity, and service to the law school and broader community,” said Dean Erin O’Connor.

Markell grew up in Newark, Delaware. He graduated magna cum laude from Brandeis University and received his J.D. from the University of Virginia. Markell was an all-around athlete and played college and semi-pro baseball. After law school, Markell began his career with a prestigious judicial clerkship in his home state’s Supreme Court and brief stints at two D.C. law firms. He then moved from corporate law to a career with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Environmental Enforcement Section of the U.S. Department of Justice, and leadership roles at the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. Even after entering academia, he spent years engaged in
environmental governance through his work with the North American Commission for Environmental Cooperation in Montreal.

Prior to joining the faculty at FSU, Markell taught at Albany Law School. Throughout his career he served as a visiting professor at Columbia Law School, University of Virginia School of Law, Lewis and Clark Law School, Melbourne Law School (Australia) and IDC Herzliya Radzyner Law School (Israel).

“Dave Markell was an immensely talented individual, but his gifts paled in comparison with his herculean work ethic,” said his environmental law colleague Shi-Ling Hsu, FSU Law D’Alembert professor. “Dave worked hard at everything, all the time. Instinctively modest, he led by example, but that example was extraordinary.”

During his tenure at Florida State University, Markell served in numerous leadership positions, including as an associate dean in three capacities—for academic affairs, environmental programs and research. As a scholar, he was nationally recognized as one of the top in his field. During his career, Markell published six books and more than 50 articles and book chapters on topics including climate change, compliance and enforcement, and North American environmental law and policy. One of his books was cited as “the most outstanding work of legal scholarship in the field” of administrative law and earned an annual American Bar Association Section award for scholarship. There is no doubt that his presence on the faculty was a big reason that the environmental law program has been highly regarded for so long.

“Dave was so humble and unassuming that I’m not sure everyone took note of the scholarly impact of his research and writing,” said Professor Emeritus Donna Christie, who served on the environmental law faculty with Markell for many years. “He just quietly and thoughtfully produced articles that were regularly chosen as among the best of the year in the annual, peer-reviewed *Land Use and Environmental Law Review* and books that garnered accolades. I was always impressed with his ability to engage scholars from around the country in his ideas and work. He published numerous co-authored pieces, and scholars around the country who worked with him on these articles and projects were duly impressed with his intellect and work ethic.”

“Dave was a remarkable friend, colleague, family member and fellow citizen,” said Erin Ryan, FSU Law Elizabeth C. & Clyde W. Atkinson professor and associate dean for environmental programs. “He devoted himself professionally to the highest aspirations of the environmental field, and he succeeded in a career marked by both academic and real-world accomplishments. To his prolific career of scholarly writing, Dave also brought the gift of high-level practical experience.”

Markell also was instrumental in connecting FSU Law—particularly the environmental law program—with the practicing profession. Markell wrote regular newsletter columns for The Florida Bar’s Administrative Law and Environmental and Land Use Law sections to promote the law school’s environmental programs, students,

“Dave Markell was an immensely talented individual, but his gifts paled in comparison with his herculean work ethic,” said his environmental law colleague Shi-Ling Hsu, FSU Law D’Alembert professor.
Emeritus Donald J. Weidner. “Even in extremely difficult courses to teach, like Legislation and Regulation, the students gave him rave reviews. And, though he taught many more students than most faculty, he took the time to integrate role-playing assignments into virtually all his courses.”

In addition to being a revered teacher, Markell helped multiple graduating students secure jobs in the environmental field. Moreover, while serving as the Steven M. Goldstein Professor, he regularly reached out to connect with students who were Goldstein scholars so that they would know more about Professor Goldstein and the values that drove his life and career in law. “Dave admirably filled both the spirit and the intent of the Goldstein professorship by bringing a wide variety of environmental law experts to the school to stimulate student interest in the field,” noted Professor Emeritus Charles W. Ehrhardt.

Every member of the FSU Law community who worked with Markell felt his kindness and generosity. He was welcoming to everyone and genuinely cared about his colleagues, students and the administrative team. He was never too busy to ask how someone’s family was (and to listen with genuine interest to their reply) or to give advice to a student about their professional endeavors. As his colleague Wayne Logan, the FSU Law Steven M. Goldstein professor related, “Dave Markell truly embodied what it means to be a dedicated teacher and public-spirited legal scholar. But more than that, Dave was a truly fantastic person.”

Markell was also an active volunteer within the Tallahassee Jewish community. He launched and ran for many years the Tallahassee Jewish Federation Teen Philanthropy Initiative (with support from the Rintels Foundation), a program that empowers teens to identify and address community needs, both locally and in Israel.

In addition, Markell was extremely devoted to his family. Markell’s wife Mona and their three daughters, Rebecca, Jenny and Rachel, were the light of his life. He coached the girls’ teams and cheered at their concerts and performances.

“Dave impressed me most by simply being one of the finest people I have ever known. Kind, thoughtful, caring, respectful of students and colleagues—I could make a list of noble characteristics that would fill a page. All of us who knew him are better for it,” said Professor Emeritus Christie.

“Dave’s remarkable career speaks for itself,” said Nat Stern, the FSU Law John W. & Ashley E. Frost professor. “Still, what I’ll always cherish most is the inspiration of his magnificent character. Dave made all of us better by the example of his endless kindness, devotion, dedication, generosity and profound humanity.”

As summed up by Professor Ryan, “I’m not sure a more decent man has ever walked the earth. I know I join everyone in the wider FSU and environmental community in feelings of profound loss and grief at his passing. The world is indeed smaller, and sadder, without him.”
FSU LAW IN PHOTOS
Moot Court Team Wins Record Five Competitions—Most in the Nation!

The Florida State University College of Law Moot Court Team won an impressive five national competitions during the 2020-2021 competition season—winning four in four consecutive weeks during the spring semester. This is the first time FSU has won five national championships in one year and no other school in the nation had as many first-place victories. After such a successful season, the team is ranked the nation’s top team for national championships and eighth best moot court program.

In November, the team won first place in the 2020 Appellate Lawyers Association National Moot Court Competition. Florida State beat University of California-Hastings—whose moot court team was ranked second in the nation—in the finals. Winning team members were third-year law students Holly Parker Curry and Erin Tuck. In addition, third-year student Alexandra Gioffre participated in the brief writing portion of the competition. Courtney Brewer, a shareholder at Bishop & Mills in Tallahassee, and FSU Law alumna Judge Stephanie W. Ray (’95), of the First District Court of Appeal, coached the team to victory.

On February 27, the Moot Court Team won first place in the 2021 National Moot Court Competition in Child Welfare & Adoption Law. The competition was hosted by the Family & Youth Law Center at Capital University Law School. Twenty-six teams participated in the competition, including teams from Baylor University, Northwestern University, Ohio State University and William & Mary Law School.

Winning team members were second-year law students Kaitlin Anouge and Corinne Bowden. In addition, second-year student Megan Schroder participated in the brief writing portion of the competition. FSU Law alumni Nora Bailey (’17), of Dennis, Jackson, Martin & Fontela, P.A. in Tallahassee, and Jordann Wilhelm (’17), who practices at Radey Law Firm in Tallahassee, coached the team to victory. In addition to winning the national championship, Anouge won Best Oralist honors in the finals and the team won the Second-Best Brief Award.

On March 6, the team won the 2021 Charleston School of Law National Moot Court Competition. Sixteen law school teams participated in the competition, including teams from George Washington University, University of North Carolina and University of Wisconsin.

Winning team members were third-year law students Chad Revis and Brooke Stewart. In addition, third-year student Daniel Corbett participated in the brief writing portion of the competition. The Honorable James R. Wolf, who was a judge on the Florida First District Court of Appeal before retiring in 2020, coached the team to victory. Alumna JoLen Rawls Wolf (’76), who previously taught at FSU Law, also played a substantial role in preparing the team for competition.

On March 13, the team won the 2021 UCLA School of Law Cybersecurity Moot Court Competition. Thirty-two law school
teams participated in the competition, including teams from Duke University, Boston University, Emory University, Fordham University and the University of Illinois. Florida State competed against George Washington University in the final round.

Winning team members were third-year law students Rachel Duffy and Genevieve Lemley. The team was coached by FSU Law alumnus Sam Steinberg ('13), assistant appellate defender at the Office of the State Appellate Defender in Chicago.

On March 20, FSU’s Moot Court Team won the 2021 Seigenthaler-Sutherland Cup National First Amendment Moot Court Competition, which was hosted by Columbus School of Law. Twenty-five law school teams from 16 states participated in the competition, including a team from the University of Wisconsin, which Florida State beat in the final round.

Winning team members were third-year law students Gabriela De Almeida and Hannah DuShane. In addition, third-year student Julia McDonald participated in the brief writing portion of the competition. De Almeida was also named Second-Best Oralist for her performance in the preliminary rounds and DuShane received a perfect score in the “knowledge of law” category from all three judges in the final round. FSU Law alumni Jonathan Martin ('15), of Bishop & Mills in Tallahassee, and Ian Waldick ('16), of Oertel, Fernandez, Bryant & Atkinson, P.A. in Tallahassee, coached the team to victory.

The College of Law hosted the second annual “Amelia Rea Maguire Business Law Lecture: A Panel on the Economics of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion” on Thursday, February 11, 2021. The virtual event, co-sponsored by the FSU College of Business, featured Tiffani G. Lee, a partner at Holland & Knight who also serves as the firm-wide diversity partner; Natalia Marulanda, a Mansfield Rule and knowledge sharing specialist with the Diversity Lab; and Jenea M. Reed, a shareholder at Stearns Weaver Miller who chairs the firm’s Diversity Committee. Carla Harris, CEO and managing director of The People Institute, moderated the panel and the event was sponsored by FSU Law alumna Amelia Rea Maguire ('87), who provided opening remarks.

Harris began the discussion by framing the importance of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) in the legal field for two main reasons: clients are now requiring that outside firms reflect the diversity of the customers they serve, and the high cost of attrition, stating the loss of just one associate can cost a firm hundreds of thousands of dollars. The expert panelists discussed the need to give more attention to pipeline development—more people from traditionally underrepresented groups coming into the profession, the importance of creating system-wide processes to mitigate unconscious individual bias, and the critical role of leadership in driving the culture of DE&I, including the important layer of middle-management leadership. They also discussed reasons for the slow progress that has been made in DE&I over the last 20 years and the Diversity Lab’s Mansfield Rule as a framework for tackling DE&I.
Federal Judges Visit FSU Law

Despite the pandemic, FSU Law hosted four outstanding federal judges during the 2020-2021 academic year.

On Tuesday, October 13, 2020, we hosted the Honorable Mary Stenson Scriven ('87), of the United States District Court for the Middle District of Florida, through our Jurist in Residence Program. Judge Scriven spoke with FSU Law students via Zoom about the value of judicial clerkships, what students can do to make themselves strong candidates for clerkships, the work performed by judicial clerks and the often life-long relationships that are formed between judges and clerks.

Judge Scriven was nominated by President George W. Bush on July 10, 2008, and took her seat on the bench on September 30, 2008. She had previously served as a magistrate judge in the district for more than 10 years. When she became a magistrate judge in 1997, she became the first African American woman to serve on the federal court in Florida and the second to serve on the federal court in the Eleventh Circuit. Prior to that, Judge Scriven was a shareholder with Carlton, Fields, Ward, Emmanuel, Smith & Cutler, P.A. She previously served on the FSU Law Alumni Association Board of Directors.

On October 20, 2020, we hosted Chief Judge Rebecca Pallmeyer, of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, as the second guest in our Jurist in Residence Program. Judge Pallmeyer discussed some of the important anniversaries of 2020, including her court’s 200th anniversary and the 100 years since the Spanish flu. She also spoke about her role in helping the court adapt to the numerous challenges brought on by COVID-19 and some of the positive changes we can imagine for the future after the pandemic. The meeting was moderated by Professor Mark Spottswood, Judge Pallmeyer’s former law clerk.

Judge Pallmeyer was nominated to a seat on the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois by President Bill Clinton on July 31, 1997, and received her commission on October 22, 1998. She became the chief judge of the Northern District of Illinois on July 1, 2019, and is the first female to do so in the court’s 200-year existence. She previously served as a United States magistrate judge of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois.

On Tuesday, February 16, we welcomed the Honorable Robert J. Luck to the law school. Judge Luck currently sits on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit and previously sat on the Florida Supreme Court. During his special visit to campus, Judge Luck gave a socially distanced presentation about the “Law Clerk Experience.” He discussed in great detail how federal courts operate in comparison to state courts, providing information about the powers provided by Article 3. He also talked about the responsibilities of law clerks in federal courts, what students need to do to best prepare for obtaining a clerkship, and the characteristics he looks for when hiring law clerks. Judge Luck also visited Professor Glenda Thornton’s 1L Legal Writing & Research II class and met with faculty members comprising our Judicial Clerkship Committee.

Judge Luck was nominated to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit on October 15, 2019 by President Donald Trump. Prior to his appointment to the Florida Supreme Court in 2019, Judge Luck was a district judge on the Florida Third District Court of Appeal and a circuit judge for the Eleventh Judicial Circuit Court of Florida.

On March 31, the College of Law and the Student Federal Bar Association hosted the Honorable Jill Pryor, of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. During a virtual presentation, Judge Pryor commented on what motivated her to become a judge and how her experience as a litigator shapes her judicial perspective. She also gave tips for effective oral arguments and discussed the characteristics she looks for in law clerks.
When asked what kind of opportunities she would advise students to seek out before applying for a judicial clerkship, Judge Pryor said there was no one formula. Personally, she looks for passion and follow-through—“showing dedication and determination in pursuing something that keenly interests you.”

Judge Pryor was nominated to the U.S. Court of Appeals by President Barack Obama and was confirmed September 8, 2014. Previously, Judge Pryor was a partner at Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore, LLP, in Atlanta, where she specialized in complex business and commercial litigation, both at trial and on appeal. After law school, she clerked for Judge James Larry Edmondson, of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit.

Trial Team Named Nation’s 15th Best and Wins Competition

In 2020, the FSU Law Trial Team was named the nation’s 15th best in Fordham University School of Law’s annual ranking of the country’s top trial teams. This was the first time FSU was ranked in the Trial Competition Performance Rankings. The ranking was based on achievement in interscholastic law school trial competitions during the 2019-2020 academic year. Teams earned points for winning competitions, and also for advancing to the final and semi-final rounds of competitions. During the academic year reflected in the ranking, the Trial Team placed first in the 2019 Mockingbird Challenge National Trial Competition, second in the 2019 Buffalo-Niagara Mock Trial Competition and the 2019 American Association of Justice Southeast Regional Tournament, and third in the 2019 MLK Jr. Civil Rights Competition. The team also had several additional semi-final round appearances and earned two best advocate awards during the year.

In October 2020, the Trial Team won first place in the Buffalo-Niagara Mock Trial Competition. The competition was held virtually over three days and hosted by the University of Buffalo School of Law. FSU Law’s Trial Team also won the Buffalo-Niagara Mock Trial Competition in 2016.

Twenty-four law school teams participated in the 2020 competition. Other competing law schools included Fordham University, University of Maryland, University of Pennsylvania, University of Wisconsin, and Washington and Lee University.

Winning team members were third-year law students Sidney Carter and Halley Lewis, IV, and second-year law students Christopher Ramirez and Shaina Ruth. In addition, Ramirez earned the title of Best Advocate for the competition. FSU Law alumni Jasmine Henry (’19), who practices at Novey and Gonzalez in Tallahassee, and Rachel Lopez (’18), a deputy district attorney for the Denver District Attorney’s Office, coached the team to victory. As a law student, Lopez was a member of the 2016 Buffalo-Niagara winning team.
Florida State Ranked Nation’s 8th Best Value Law School

preLaw magazine has ranked Florida State University College of Law the eighth best value law school in the nation. The ranking, which was published in preLaw’s fall 2020 issue, weighs important student outcomes—bar passage and employment rates—against tuition, cost of living and indebtedness. According to preLaw, the rankings are “designed to recognize schools whose graduates have excellent chances of passing the bar and getting a legal job without taking on a ton of debt.”

“We are thrilled to again be ranked among the nation’s top 10 best value law schools, especially because employment rate is the highest weighted factor in calculating the ranking,” said Dean Erin O’Connor. “Providing each student with an excellent legal education that will help them launch a successful career is extremely important to everyone at FSU Law.”

For the second year in a row, the FSU Black Law Students Association (BLSA) won first place in the regional Constance Baker Motley Mock Trial Competition. The competition took place virtually January 29-30 as part of the Southern Region of the Black Law Students Association’s convention. Seven law school teams participated in the competition, including teams from Emory University and Wake Forest University.

Winning team members were first-year students David Akintonde, Samantha Seiglie, Khamisi Thorpe, Keiana Wilkerson and alternate Ndeye “Fatou” Calixte. They were coached by Florida State law alumnus Derrick McBurrows (‘16), who practices at McBurrows Law in Tallahassee, and second-year law student Destinee Campbell, who was a member of the FSU BLSA team that won the competition in 2020.
FSU Law Joins Consortium for Racial Justice

Florida State University College of Law, in collaboration with Florida’s 11 other law schools, formed the Florida Law Schools’ Consortium for Racial Justice (FLSCRJ) during the summer of 2020. The consortium was initiated in light of longstanding and recent acts of racial injustice. It will leverage the strengths of every law school in the state to assist community organizations fighting for racial justice and policy reform. FLSCRJ will emphasize lawyers’ roles in advancing social justice and help law students develop the consciousness they need to speak out against inequalities.

Each law school will designate at least one student fellow to work with FLSCRJ every year. The fellows will collaborate with groups in Florida that have long pursued anti-racism initiatives. The law schools’ current partners, including community foundations, non-profit groups, law firms, businesses, policy centers, art collectives, advocacy groups, educational entities and bar associations, are already well placed to be part of this collaboration. The consortium also welcomes other interested organizations.

Law student fellows will assist FLSCRJ’s partners with legal research, policy reform, strategic advocacy, and ways to use language to resolve conflicts and improve society at large. Fellows will also undergo tailored training to model effective dialogue about race within each law school and across the state as a whole.

SBA Wins Top Award From American Bar Association

In 2020, for the fourth consecutive year, the American Bar Association (ABA) Law Student Division presented the Florida State University College of Law Student Bar Association (SBA) with the Student Bar Association Award, which honors the best SBA in the nation. The honor is also known as the SBA of the Year Award and recognizes the efforts of an SBA to create a better environment for law students and positive image of the legal profession. Top law schools from around the nation competed for the award, which was announced virtually Friday, July 31, 2020, during the ABA Annual Meeting. This was the ninth time since 2008 that Florida State’s SBA was selected as the best SBA in the nation.

The Florida State University College of Law SBA was honored following a year of many accomplishments. During the 2019-2020 academic year, SBA held 66 in-person events and four virtual events after gatherings were restricted due to COVID-19. SBA’s robust programming included a Diversity Week and many volunteer opportunities and fundraisers, including a Carnival for a Cure to benefit the American Cancer Society of Leon County. In addition, SBA held its inaugural Journey to Justice 5K, raising more than $1,200 to benefit the Legal Aid Foundation of Tallahassee. SBA also engaged regularly with the profession through numerous educational events with attorneys and judges.
Pave the Way Fundraising Goal Reached

Many thanks to everyone who gave to the Pave the Way campaign and who encouraged others to donate! Because of your generous support, talented students have been able to attend FSU Law, take on less debt and pursue their passions. In many cases, lives were changed. To celebrate this achievement and the donors who invested in FSU Law students, we hosted a Zoom reception on Wednesday, February 10, 2021. Pave the Way donors, along with other alumni, students, faculty members and friends joined the celebration. In addition to hearing about the campaign, the event featured remarks from students who received scholarships and from campaign donors.

FSU Law Named One of the Nation’s Top Seven Law Schools for Human Rights Law

In September 2020, FSU Law was named one of the nation's top seven law schools for human rights law by preLaw magazine. preLaw's article about the ranking highlighted the law school's Collateral Consequences Project, which is a project within the Public Interest Law Center Gender and Family Justice Clinic focusing on issues that may hamper people's ability to reenter society because of their criminal histories. The project is one of many clinical offerings for students interested in human rights law. Students can also participate in a variety of externships, the Human Trafficking and Exploitation Law Project, the COVID-19 Veterans Legal Clinic, and the Immigration and Farmworker Project. FSU Law also offers a variety of traditional classroom courses in human rights law. During the spring 2021 semester, we offered a new civil rights course and a new course taught by alumni Ben Crump ('95) and Jasmine Rand ('09) that covered social and legal movements for social justice.
**FEATURED ALUMNI**

**ROSALYN S. BAKER-BARNES (’00)** was recognized as one of Legacy Magazine’s “50 Most Powerful Black Leaders in Business & Industry” for 2020. Baker-Barnes is a shareholder at Searcy Denney Scarola Barnhart & Shipley P.A. in their West Palm Beach office.

**G.C. MURRAY II (’12)** was named the Brian Dassler Young Floridian of the Year and was honored during the Bob Graham Center Awards for Excellence in Public Service ceremony on October 16, 2020.

**HEATHER BEATO (’02)** was appointed to fill a Tenth Judicial Circuit judge vacancy. Beato had been an assistant state attorney since graduating in 2002.

**BRIAN R. TOUNG (’83)** authored a book titled “Verdict Justice,” which is available for online purchase.

**NICKI MOHR HALL (’10)** was promoted to county court director at the State Attorney’s Office in Tampa in October 2020. Also, on January 4, 2021, she and her law school sweetheart, Jason Hall (’10), welcomed the arrival of their first child, Wyatt Charles Hall.

**BARRY DICKSON (’03)** has been appointed to the Escambia County court by Gov. Ron DeSantis. Dickson had been an assistant public defender for the First Judicial Circuit since 2004. He also currently serves as a reserve lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Air Force Chaplain Corps.

**G.C. MURRAY II (’12)** was named the Brian Dassler Young Floridian of the Year and was honored during the Bob Graham Center Awards for Excellence in Public Service ceremony on October 16, 2020.

**LYNWOOD F. ARNOLD, JR. (’73)** was posthumously awarded a Florida Bar Pro Bono Award for the Second Judicial Circuit. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Arnold was one of the first people to create a statewide model to deliver eviction relief and legal services to those in need, and records show he donated well over 1,500 hours of his time over the past five years alone. Arnold passed away in August 2020.

**HEATHER BEATO (’02)** was appointed to fill a Tenth Judicial Circuit judge vacancy. Beato had been an assistant state attorney since graduating in 2002.

**BRIAN R. TOUNG (’83)** authored a book titled “Verdict Justice,” which is available for online purchase.

**STEVEN B. KELLEY (’88)** passed away on March 15, 2021. He was the founding partner at Kelley Law Firm and had practiced law in South Georgia and North Florida for more than 30 years. Kelley often went out of his way to help individuals who did not have resources to seek legal assistance for themselves.
SILVIA M. ALDERMAN (’77) was named to the Top 50 Florida Women Super Lawyers list. Alderman is chair of Akerman’s Water Task Force, a team of multidisciplinary legal professionals and consultants advising clients on regulatory and environmental challenges.

ALAN ABRAMOWITZ (’89) was named State Director of the Year by the National Court Appointed Special Advocate/Guardian Ad Litem Association for Children. Abramowitz received the award at the organization’s virtual Awards of Excellence program on October 21, 2020. He is the executive director of the State of Florida Guardian ad Litem Program.

KESHARA COWANS (’07) received the 2020 Lawrence D. Mathews, Jr. Young Lawyer Professionalism Award from the Orange County Bar Association. Cowans serves as a staff attorney in the Orange County Public Schools Office of Legal Services.

THOMAS P. SCARRITT, JR. (’83) was named the Rotary District 6890 Rotarian of the Year for his work in creating a GoFundMe fundraising effort for Rotary’s Million Meals Challenge, which raised over $177,000 to contribute to Feeding Tampa Bay, for the purchase, assembly and delivery of food for four counties of West and Central Florida. Scarritt is the founder and president of Scarritt Law Group, P.A. in Tampa.

JOSHUA HAWKES (’14) has been appointed to the Second Judicial Circuit Court by Gov. Ron DeSantis. Hawkes previously practiced with Foley & Lardner in Tallahassee since 2015 and is a reserve commander in the U.S. Navy JAG Corps.
ELIZABETH SIANO HARRIS (’91) was awarded a Florida Bar Pro Bono Award for the Eighteenth Judicial Circuit. Harris practices at Harris Appellate Law Office, handling both state and federal appeals throughout Florida.

MATTHEW A. MARGOLIS (’17) is now an associate at Shapiro, Blasi, Wasserman & Hermann in Boca Raton. He focuses his practice in the areas of complex commercial litigation, government law and construction law.

DAVID MICA, JR. (’14) is now the executive vice president of public affairs at The Florida Hospital Association.

NICHOLE C. MILTON (’10) was appointed as chief deputy clerk to the U.S. District Court of Colorado in November 2020. She, husband Rodney, and their children, Kennedi (11) and Ellis (9), now reside just one mile from the Alfred A. Arraj Courthouse and are immensely enjoying their new home.

MICHAEL UFFERMAN (’97) authored Florida “Criminal Practice and Procedure” in 2019. Updated annually, it is a comprehensive guide to pretrial criminal procedure, investigation of criminal offenses and stages of trial.

MARTIN A. FITZPATRICK (’94) has been appointed as a magistrate judge in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Florida, Tallahassee Division.

MATTHEW A. MARGOLIS (’17) is now an associate at Shapiro, Blasi, Wasserman & Hermann in Boca Raton. He focuses his practice in the areas of complex commercial litigation, government law and construction law.

NINA C. WELCH (’15) is now an associate at Nelson Mullins in Fort Lauderdale. She is a member of the firm’s South Florida litigation team and represents clients in a variety of complex business litigation matters in state and federal courts across the country.

MARLON A. HILL (’95) is now of counsel at Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Bierman in Miami. Hill specializes in the convergence of business and government. He represents local governments, businesses and entrepreneurs in business transactions, intellectual property and government matters concentrated in the hospitality, tourism, arts and entertainment, and technology sectors.

NICHOLE C. MILTON (’10) was appointed as chief deputy clerk to the U.S. District Court of Colorado in November 2020. She, husband Rodney, and their children, Kennedi (11) and Ellis (9), now reside just one mile from the Alfred A. Arraj Courthouse and are immensely enjoying their new home.

THE HONORABLE MARTIN A. FITZPATRICK (’94) has been appointed as a magistrate judge in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Florida, Tallahassee Division.
THE HONORABLE J. LAYNE SMITH (’87) (pictured left) was appointed a circuit judge by Gov. Ron DeSantis. He now sits on the bench of the Second Judicial Circuit, which covers Franklin, Gadsden, Jefferson, Leon, Liberty and Wakulla counties.

JASON JONES (’04), who previously served as general counsel for the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, was appointed a Leon County judge in June 2020.

CARLOS E. MOORE (’02) was elected president of the National Bar Association for 2021-2022. Moore will be sworn in as president at the 96th annual National Bar Association convention July 29, 2021, in Memphis, Tennessee. Moore is managing partner at The Cochran Firm – Mississippi Delta.

VANESSA ARRIETA (’17) has been selected for the Elder Justice Program, a two-year equal justice works fellowship program aimed at improving the national response to elder abuse, neglect and exploitation. Arrieta will help older victims of crime through direct legal services, outreach and education to support the socially and economically vulnerable seniors in the rural areas of Palm Beach and Hendry Counties.

THOMAS K. EQUELS (’80) was named BioFlorida’s Weaver H. Gaines Entrepreneur of the Year. The award recognizes an entrepreneur who has made extraordinary contributions to the growth of life sciences in the leadership of a company or institution. Equels is the chief executive officer of AIM ImmunoTech Inc.

MARTY E. MOORE (’80) was elected to serve a four-year term beginning July 2020 as a commissioner on the Utah State Bar Board of Governors, representing the First Judicial District. He is a partner in Peck Hadfield Baxter & Moore, LLC in Logan, Utah, where he has practiced since 2000.

KELLY OVERSTREET JOHNSON (’82), of Baker Donelson in Tallahassee, has been invited to become a fellow of the American College of Civil Trial Mediators and also has been accepted as a member of the American Arbitration Association’s Commercial Mediation Panel and Commercial Arbitration Expedited Panel. Johnson is a Florida Supreme Court certified circuit-civil mediator and certified AAA arbitrator.

SUSAN TILLOTSON BUNCH (’90) launched Promotions & Privacy Law LLC. The firm, located in Tampa, will focus on advertising, particularly promotions, contests, gaming, sweepstakes and e-sports, and privacy, particularly personal information privacy and data security.

LINDSAY G. MCCORMICK (’10) was named a shareholder at Warner Coleman & Goggin. McCormick practices out of the firm’s Tampa office and is a member of the firm’s Litigation Department.

BILL SMITH (’79) was awarded President Bill Galvano’s chief of staff. Smith was a former state senator and is serving as the director of the Governor’s Office of Legislative Affairs.

RACHAEL GREENE (’99) is appointed as the director for the Florida Department of Revenue. Greene previously served as the assistant attorney general for the Department of Revenue under Gov. Rick Scott.

LISA VICKERS (’90) was appointed as the executive director at the Lawrence University Career Center. She previously served as executive director of the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Alumni Relations and Development Office.

MAJOR STEVE SZYMANSKI (’08) completed his service as a federal military judge in the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps. Judge Szymanski is now attending the United States Military Academy at West Point, where he will manage the academy’s national security law program. Following his graduation, he will join the legal faculty at the United States Military Academy at West Point.

THE HONORABLE JASON JONES (’04) was sworn in as a judge for the Sixth Judicial Circuit, which covers Franklin, Holmes, Jackson, Jena, and Madison counties. He previously served as a general counsel for the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

THE HONORABLE J. LAYNE SMITH (’87), who previously served as a circuit judge in the Second Judicial Circuit, was appointed to serve a four-year term as a commissioner on the Utah State Bar Board of Governors, representing the First Judicial District. He is a partner in Peck Hadfield Baxter & Moore, LLC in Logan, Utah.

THE HONORABLE JASON JONES (’04) was sworn in as a judge for the Sixth Judicial Circuit, which covers Franklin, Holmes, Jackson, Jena, and Madison counties. He previously served as a general counsel for the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

THE HONORABLE J. LAYNE SMITH (’87), who previously served as a circuit judge in the Second Judicial Circuit, was appointed to serve a four-year term as a commissioner on the Utah State Bar Board of Governors, representing the First Judicial District. He is a partner in Peck Hadfield Baxter & Moore, LLC in Logan, Utah.

THE HONORABLE JASON JONES (’04) was sworn in as a judge for the Sixth Judicial Circuit, which covers Franklin, Holmes, Jackson, Jena, and Madison counties. He previously served as a general counsel for the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

THE HONORABLE J. LAYNE SMITH (’87), who previously served as a circuit judge in the Second Judicial Circuit, was appointed to serve a four-year term as a commissioner on the Utah State Bar Board of Governors, representing the First Judicial District. He is a partner in Peck Hadfield Baxter & Moore, LLC in Logan, Utah.
MICHAEL W. JACKSON ('88) has been named vice president of the Alabama District Attorneys Association. He is the first Black person to hold the position.

BILL SMITH ('79) published an article in the Journal of Corporate Taxation titled “Claiming 2020 Losses on 2019 Returns: The Magic of Section 165(i).”

LISA VICKERS ('90) is serving as the deputy executive director for the Florida Department of Revenue (DOR). Vickers previously served as former Senate President Bill Galvano’s chief of staff.

MAJOR STEVE SZYMANSKI ('08) is attending Georgetown University Law Center’s National Security Law LL.M. program for the 2020-21 academic year. Following completion, he will join the legal faculty at the United States Military Academy at West Point, where he will manage the national security law portfolio.

LINDSAY G. MCCORMICK ('10) was named a shareholder of Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin. McCormick practices out of the firm’s Tampa office and is a member of the Professional Liability Department. She handles construction defect litigation and general professional liability defense, providing counsel to sub-contractors, general contractors, manufacturers, suppliers, architects and engineers.

THE HONORABLE THOMAS N. PALERMO, a circuit court judge in the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit, received the 2020 Robert W. Patton Outstanding Jurist Award from the Hillsborough County Bar Association in March 2021. The award recognizes an outstanding jurist who has an excellent reputation for sound judicial decisions; has an unblemished record for integrity; is generally recognized by bar members as highly qualified; is active in bar-related activities open to the judiciary; and demonstrates concern or willingness to assist young lawyers. The honor was presented by his sister-in-law Alexandra Haddad Palermo ('12).

LINDSAY G. MCCORMICK ('10) was named a shareholder of Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin. McCormick practices out of the firm’s Tampa office and is a member of the Professional Liability Department. She handles construction defect litigation and general professional liability defense, providing counsel to sub-contractors, general contractors, manufacturers, suppliers, architects and engineers.

THE HONORABLE THOMAS N. PALERMO, a circuit court judge in the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit, received the 2020 Robert W. Patton Outstanding Jurist Award from the Hillsborough County Bar Association in March 2021. The award recognizes an outstanding jurist who has an excellent reputation for sound judicial decisions; has an unblemished record for integrity; is generally recognized by bar members as highly qualified; is active in bar-related activities open to the judiciary; and demonstrates concern or willingness to assist young lawyers. The honor was presented by his sister-in-law Alexandra Haddad Palermo ('12).

BILL SMITH ('79) published an article in the Journal of Corporate Taxation titled “Claiming 2020 Losses on 2019 Returns: The Magic of Section 165(i).”

LISA VICKERS ('90) is serving as the deputy executive director for the Florida Department of Revenue (DOR). Vickers previously served as former Senate President Bill Galvano’s chief of staff.

RACHAEL GREENE ('99) was awarded a Florida Bar Pro Bono Award for the Seventh Judicial Circuit. Greene practices in the areas of family law, probate, estate planning, bankruptcy, personal injury and criminal law at St. Johns Law Group in St. Augustine.

MAJOR STEVE SZYMANSKI ('08) is attending Georgetown University Law Center’s National Security Law LL.M. program for the 2020-21 academic year. Following completion, he will join the legal faculty at the United States Military Academy at West Point, where he will manage the national security law portfolio.

LINDSAY G. MCCORMICK ('10) was named a shareholder of Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin. McCormick practices out of the firm’s Tampa office and is a member of the Professional Liability Department. She handles construction defect litigation and general professional liability defense, providing counsel to sub-contractors, general contractors, manufacturers, suppliers, architects and engineers.

THE HONORABLE THOMAS N. PALERMO, a circuit court judge in the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit, received the 2020 Robert W. Patton Outstanding Jurist Award from the Hillsborough County Bar Association in March 2021. The award recognizes an outstanding jurist who has an excellent reputation for sound judicial decisions; has an unblemished record for integrity; is generally recognized by bar members as highly qualified; is active in bar-related activities open to the judiciary; and demonstrates concern or willingness to assist young lawyers. The honor was presented by his sister-in-law Alexandra Haddad Palermo ('12).

BILL SMITH ('79) published an article in the Journal of Corporate Taxation titled “Claiming 2020 Losses on 2019 Returns: The Magic of Section 165(i).”

LISA VICKERS ('90) is serving as the deputy executive director for the Florida Department of Revenue (DOR). Vickers previously served as former Senate President Bill Galvano’s chief of staff.

RACHAEL GREENE ('99) was awarded a Florida Bar Pro Bono Award for the Seventh Judicial Circuit. Greene practices in the areas of family law, probate, estate planning, bankruptcy, personal injury and criminal law at St. Johns Law Group in St. Augustine.
Class Notes are Online!

“Class Notes” are published exclusively online at law.fsu.edu/classnotes! You can browse notes by class year as often as you would like – notes will be published within a few weeks of when they are submitted. Photos will also be published with the notes if they are provided. We hope you enjoy the online notes, which allow us to share your news more quickly!

If you have anything that you would like to include in “Class Notes,” please submit a note using our online form at law.fsu.edu/alumni/submit-class-note. You can also share information by emailing rshepher@law.fsu.edu or mailing:

FSU College of Law, Office of Development and Alumni Affairs, Tallahassee, FL 32306-1601
For more information about options to support the law school through a wide variety of tax-deductible charitable giving methods, please contact: Hovik Arakelian, Director of Development, at 850.644.6357 or harakeli@law.fsu.edu.
THANKS TO OUR 2019-2020 DONORS

Gifts to Florida State University College of Law provide critical support for students, faculty and academic programs. This Annual Report is one way of expressing our appreciation for all gifts received between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020. Gifts received between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021 will be recognized in the 2022 issue of Florida State Law.

Thank you so much! We hope that our progress over the years has shown that we are putting your contributed dollars to good use.

We strive to produce a complete and accurate report. Please call any errors or omissions to the attention of:

Becky Shepherd, Executive Director of Alumni Outreach and Engagement
Florida State University College of Law
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1601
850 644 0231 / 800 788 7097
rshepher@law.fsu.edu
Dear Alumni and Friends:

This was a year of both great challenge and great success for the law school. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the reputation of our outstanding students, faculty and alumni continues to blossom. We continue to attract some of the strongest students, as well as maintain some of the highest bar passage rates and best job placement rates in Florida and the region.

Private fundraising makes a critical difference at the law school, helping us attract and support the best students and faculty.

**TOTAL GIFTS AND PLEDGES**

Putting annual giving and larger gifts together, we raised a cash total of $1,147,583 and unrealized new pledges in the amount of $247,000, for a grand total of $1,394,583.

**ANNUAL GIVING FROM ALUMNI**

This past year, 21.46% of our alumni made cash gifts to the law school. Based on the latest American Bar Association data, this level of participation should keep us within the nation’s top law schools in terms of alumni giving rate. This level of alumni contributions enriches the life of the school and sends a powerful signal about the enthusiasm our alumni have for the school.

**GIVING FROM STUDENTS**

This past year, 85.10% of our students participated in the Student Give Back Campaign. Our student enthusiasm and generosity bode well for the future. They are blazing the trail for us all!

**LARGER GIFTS**

This past year, cash payments received totaled $200,500 towards $447,500 of Larger Gift commitments. The “Cash Gifts By Level” portion of this report includes only cash payments made during the fiscal year, even if they were but a portion of a larger gift. Under the heading of “Recent Larger Gifts,” we outline the larger gift commitments that we received in the 2019-2020 fiscal year.

We are deeply grateful to everyone who has contributed to our many successes. We shall continue to do our best to pay great dividends on the dollars you have invested in our school.

Sincerely,

Erin O’Hara O’Connor, Dean
ENDOWED GIFT OPPORTUNITIES

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS
Our single greatest need from private giving is endowed scholarships. To continue to serve our mission of providing access to all, including those from families of modest means, we will need significantly more scholarships. Scholarships are awarded according to the intent of the donor and may be based on merit, need or other factors. The endowed scholarship would be named after you or your designee.

Minimum gift needed to create an endowed scholarship: $25,000 (may be paid over time)

ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS AND CHAIRS
According to a 2018 study of law faculty scholarly impact, our faculty is #1 in Florida and #29 nationally. Our faculty members are being recruited by some of the nation’s most prominent law schools. Endowed professorships and chairs provide salary supplements based on merit. Faculty members are appointed for five-year terms, with renewal contingent on continued scholarly productivity. Professorships and chairs give us the merit money we need to retain our top faculty. The professorship or chair would be named after you or your designee.

Minimum gift needed to endow a professorship: $200,000 (may be paid over time)
Minimum gift needed to endow a chair: $1,000,000 (may be paid over time)

ENDOWMENTS FOR EXCELLENCE
Endowments for excellence are used, at the discretion of the law school, for purposes such as student scholarships, faculty incentives, general discretionary dollars and funding for co-curricular activities including Law Review, Trial Team, and Moot Court. The endowment for excellence would be named after you or your designee.

Minimum gift needed to create an endowment for excellence: $25,000 (may be paid over time)

ENDOWMENTS FOR PARTICULAR PROGRAMS
Private philanthropy has helped us take many of our existing programs to a new level of excellence. Our award-winning Moot Court and Trial Teams benefit from private contributions to supplement the dollars available to them for purposes such as traveling to regional and national competitions. Our Public Interest Law Center, which includes the Children’s Advocacy Clinic, the Gender and Family Justice Clinic, and the COVID-19 Veterans Legal Clinic, relies on private contributions to help pay for some of the expenses involved in training students to provide effective legal services to the under-represented. An important goal of the law school is to raise substantial endowments to support special programs and co-curricular organizations. Some programs simply would not exist at the law school but for the generous support of our alumni.

Minimum gift needed to create an endowment to benefit a particular program: $25,000 (may be paid over time)

DONOR RECOGNITION
We are delighted to recognize scholarships, professorships and other targeted gifts by naming them in honor of the donor or the donor’s designee. In addition, we are pleased to acknowledge inter vivos gifts of $200,000 or more with an oil portrait of the donor or the donor’s designee that will be displayed in a prominent place at the law school. The Advocacy Center and the renovated spaces in the main classroom building give us many rooms to name to thank donors for gifts ranging from $25,000 to $5 million.
RECENT LARGER GIFTS

We would like to specially thank those of you who made a larger gift commitment between July 1, 2019, and June 30, 2020. These gifts make it possible to continue the dynamic advancement of the academic programs and reputation of the law school.

Thomas “Tom” Conroy (’74) has made an additional deferred contribution of $100,000 to his already established Thomas W. Conroy Scholarship. The scholarship is used to attract top students to the College of Law. Tom is retired from the practice of law. He was founding partner of the firm Conroy Simberg Ganon Krevans & Abel before retiring. He is an emeritus member of the law school’s Board of Visitors.

M. Stephen Turner has made a pledge of $100,000 to create the M. Stephen Turner Legal Advocacy Fund. The fund will provide scholarship support to outstanding advocates who participate in the Moot Court program, as well as provide financial support for students accepted into appellate judicial externships. Steve has been a partner in the Tallahassee office of Broad and Cassel (now known as Nelson Mullins) and has focused his practice on appellate, administrative and business litigation issues.

JoLen (’76) and Judge James Wolf have made additional pledges to their already established funds: a $25,000 pledge to the Judges John S. Rawls and James R. Wolf Intramural Moot Court Competition as well as a $17,500 pledge to the John S. Rawls and Samuel Wolf Endowed Scholarship. The funds support the FSU College of Law Moot Court Team as well as scholarships that enhance the diversity of the student body. JoLen is a faculty member as well as a member of the College of Law’s Board of Visitors. Judge James Wolf recently retired from the First District Court of Appeal in Tallahassee.

David Varet (’12) and the Middle Road Foundation have contributed $40,000 to support the College of Law’s General Fund. David is an assistant regional counsel with the Office of Criminal Conflict and Civil Regional Counsel’s 5th District Office in Orlando. He is a member of the College of Law’s Board of Visitors.

Mark (’83) and Marianne Barnebey have made an additional deferred gift of $30,000 which will ultimately support their already established Mark P. and Marianne P. Barnebey Endowed Scholarship. The eventual gift will support students who have shown outstanding academic achievement and come from Manatee County. Mark is a principal at the Blalock Walters firm in Bradenton, where his practice has focused on land use and local government law for more than 30 years.

Lois “Anne” Daves has made a gift of $30,000 to support the Veterans Legal Clinic. The clinic provides free legal services to veterans throughout the state of Florida. Anne is a retired educator, 1964 graduate of the FSU College of Education and avid Seminole. Her support of the clinic is in part to honor her husband John’s service in the U.S. military.

Margaret “Peggy” Rolando (’78) has made an additional contribution of $30,000 to her already established Peggy Rolando Endowment for Excellence. Endowments for excellence support the College of Law in the areas of greatest need. Peggy is a partner in the firm Reyes, O’Shea & Coloca, P.A., where he focuses on personal injury, products liability and toxic torts.

AccessLex Institute has made a gift of $25,000 to support the law school’s student emergency fund. The funds will be used to support students who have been negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. AccessLex Institute is a non-profit organization focused on the betterment of legal education by way of research, advocacy and financial education counseling.

Steve (’70) and Blanche Koegler have made an additional contribution of $25,000 to their already established Steven C. & Blanche Koegler Scholarship. The fund is used to award scholarships to law students who have financial need and who otherwise could not afford to attend law school. Steve is a principal of Forum Capital Group, a privately held investment group which focuses on business opportunities in real estate and the food industry. Steve is a member of the College of Law’s Board of Visitors.

Daniel “Danny” (’89) and Laura O’Shea have made an additional contribution of $25,000 to their already established O’Shea Family Endowment for Excellence. Endowments for excellence support the College of Law in the areas of greatest need. Danny is a partner in the firm Reyes, O’Shea & Coloca, P.A., where he focuses on personal injury, products liability and toxic torts.
ENDOWMENTS FOR EXCELLENCE
Anonymous Endowment for Excellence
Attorney General Endowment for Excellence
Mary-Anne Bestebreurtje
Endowment for Excellence
John Boudet and Devon Cook
Endowment for Excellence
Catherine Pierce Brindell
Endowment for Excellence
Ronald & Shannon Christaldi
Endowment for Excellence
Mike and Peggy Coleman Fund for Excellence
Andy and Hope Dagali
Endowment for Excellence
Dunbar Family Endowment for Excellence
Equels-Fabar Endowment for Social Justice
Florida State University College of Law
Endowment for Excellence
Richard D. Cynthia Hadlow
Endowment for Excellence
Henry Buchanan Law Firm
Fund for Excellence
Huey, Guilday and Simpson
Endowment for Excellence
James Reynolds Jorgenson and Frederick
Reynolds Jorgenson Endowment for Excellence
Lawrence Family Endowment for Freedom
Tracy and Biff Marshall
Endowment for Excellence
McConnaughhay and Rissman
Endowment for Excellence
Sheila M. McDevitt Endowment for Excellence
Middle Road Foundation
Endowment for Excellence
Brian B. and Bonnie R. O’Neill
Endowment for Excellence
O’Shea Family Endowment for Excellence
David E. Ramba Endowment for Excellence
A. Wayne and Gwen Rich
Endowment for Excellence
Peggy Rolando
Endowment for Excellence
Cari Roth & Wellington Meffert
Endowment for Excellence
Harold A. Saul Endowment for Excellence
D. David Sessions and Leslie P. Kitching
Endowment for Excellence
Gina Grothe Smith
Endowment for Excellence
John W. & Ashley Frost
Endowment for Excellence
Laula Fuller and Dan Myers
Endowment for Excellence
Glenn Professorship in the
Public Interest Law Center
Steven M. Goldstein Endowed Professorship
James Edmund and Margaret Elizabeth
Hennessey Corry Term Professorship
Donald and Janet Hinkle
Endowed Professorship
Kellogg Family Professorship
Mason Ladd Endowed Professorship
Matthews and Hawkins
Professorship in Property
Sheila M. McDevitt Term Professorship
Gary and Sallie Pajic Endowed Professorship
Rissman Family Endowment
Ruden, McClusky Endowed Professorship
Tobias Simon Eminent Scholar Chair in
Public Law
Stearns Weaver Miller Weissler Alhadeff &
Sitterson Endowed Professorship
Jeffrey A. Stoops Endowed Professorship

SUMMARY OF NAMED FUNDS (as of June 30, 2020)

ENDOWMENTS FOR EXCELLENCE
Anonymous Endowment for Excellence
Attorney General Endowment for Excellence
Mary-Anne Bestebreurtje
Endowment for Excellence
John Boudet and Devon Cook
Endowment for Excellence
Catherine Pierce Brindell
Endowment for Excellence
Ronald & Shannon Christaldi
Endowment for Excellence
Mike and Peggy Coleman Fund for Excellence
Andy and Hope Dagali
Endowment for Excellence
Dunbar Family Endowment for Excellence
Equels-Fabar Endowment for Social Justice
Florida State University College of Law
Endowment for Excellence
Richard D. Cynthia Hadlow
Endowment for Excellence
Henry Buchanan Law Firm
Fund for Excellence
Huey, Guilday and Simpson
Endowment for Excellence
James Reynolds Jorgenson and Frederick
Reynolds Jorgenson Endowment for Excellence
Lawrence Family Endowment for Freedom
Tracy and Biff Marshall
Endowment for Excellence
McConnaughhay and Rissman
Endowment for Excellence
Sheila M. McDevitt Endowment for Excellence
Middle Road Foundation
Endowment for Excellence
Brian B. and Bonnie R. O’Neill
Endowment for Excellence
O’Shea Family Endowment for Excellence
David E. Ramba Endowment for Excellence
A. Wayne and Gwen Rich
Endowment for Excellence
Peggy Rolando
Endowment for Excellence
Cari Roth & Wellington Meffert
Endowment for Excellence
Harold A. Saul Endowment for Excellence
D. David Sessions and Leslie P. Kitching
Endowment for Excellence
Gina Grothe Smith
Endowment for Excellence
John W. & Ashley Frost
Endowment for Excellence
Laula Fuller and Dan Myers
Endowment for Excellence
Glenn Professorship in the
Public Interest Law Center
Steven M. Goldstein Endowed Professorship
James Edmund and Margaret Elizabeth
Hennessey Corry Term Professorship
Donald and Janet Hinkle
Endowed Professorship
Kellogg Family Professorship
Mason Ladd Endowed Professorship
Matthews and Hawkins
Professorship in Property
Sheila M. McDevitt Term Professorship
Gary and Sallie Pajic Endowed Professorship
Rissman Family Endowment
Ruden, McClusky Endowed Professorship
Tobias Simon Eminent Scholar Chair in
Public Law
Stearns Weaver Miller Weissler Alhadeff &
Sitterson Endowed Professorship
Jeffrey A. Stoops Endowed Professorship

SCHOLARSHIPS
Riley and Mary Allen Scholarship
Allen, Norton & Blue Endowed Book Award in
Labor and Employment Law
American Academy of Matrimonial Law
Endowed Scholarship
Sandra Anderson Single Parent Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship
Atter Family Mentoring Endowed Scholarship
Attorney General Endowed Scholarship
Dubose Asley Endowed Scholarship
Ralph Bailey Endowed Scholarship
Sandra Barr Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Bedell Standley Endowed Scholarship
Carol Z. Bellamy Memorial
Endowed Scholarship
Jennifer Beltz Scholarship
Blank-Miller Scholarship
Joan and Garrett Briggs Endowed Scholarship
Broad and Cassel Scholarship
Burns Family Scholarship for Excellence and
Fealty to Rule of Law Fund
Justice Raoul G. Cantero, III, Diversity
Enhancement Endowed Scholarship
Terry and Linda Cole Environmental Law
Scholarship
Thomas W. Conroy Scholarship
Larry and Jeanne Curtin Endowed Scholarship
Mary A. Daily Endowed Professorship
Richard M. Davis Endowed Scholarship
Richard Dixon Family Endowed Scholarship
Colonel James R. Douglass Veterans Endowed Scholarship
David Warren Denney Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Chad Wayne Denton Memorial Scholarship
Denise Diaz Memorial Scholarship
Carlos R. Diez-Arguelles Endowed Scholarship
Patricia A. Dore Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Steve and Susan Ecken Endowed Scholarship
Farach Family Endowed Scholarship
Joe and Paula Flood Oxford Studies Endowed Scholarship
FSU Friends Opportunity Scholarship
FSU Law School Awards Fund
Steve Gey Endowment for Civil Liberties
Steven M. Goldstein Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Suzy Rossomondo Kreis Memorial Scholarship
Terry E. and Georgann P. Lewis Endowed Scholarship
Demencik R. Luce Memorial Scholarship
Llerente Family Endowed Scholarship
Julio and Rene Martinez Diversity Enhancement Endowed Scholarship
Mason Ladd Merit Endowed Scholarship
Guyte P. McCord Memorial Endowed Scholarship
David Guy and Judith Ann McGunegle Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Beverly S. McLean Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Tim and Jill Maenam Legal Opportunity Scholarship
Metcalf, Husband & Daughton Endowed Scholarship
Montjoy Diversity Enhancement Scholarship
National Notary Foundation Scholarship
Calvin Patterson Civil Rights Endowed Scholarship
Parks & Crump Diversity Enhancement Endowed Scholarship
Trifanie Suzanne Perry Scholarship
Sean Pittman Scholarship
John S. Rawls and Samuel Wolf Endowed Scholarship
B. K. and Mary N. Roberts Endowed Scholarship
Marilyn Rothman Single Parent Scholarship in Law
Amelia White Rowell Endowed Scholarship
Courtney Seaward Oxford Memorial Scholarship
WP and Erin Shelley Endowed Scholarship
Daniel B. and Natalie Selovoy Diversity Enhancement Scholarship
Doug and Judy Spears Endowed Scholarship
Abraham and Rhea Stern Scholarship
Synergy Foundation Scholarship in Legal Excellence
Tubbs Memorial Endowed Fund
M. Stephen Turner Legal Advocacy Fund
Unconquered Scholars in Law Fund
Nancy Wallace Endowed Scholarship for Summer Program Alumni
Bob E. Betti Weber and Helen Powell Endowed Oxford Studies Scholarship
Bruce and Wendy Wiener Endowed Scholarship
Thorton J. and Harriett W. Williams Scholarship
Mark and Ruthellen Williamson Scholarship
Bruce A. Wragg Memorial Scholarship
Young Family Endowment
Robin Lynn Young Memorial Scholarship
SPECIFIC PROGRAM GIFTS
Cecelia Bonifay Moot Court Endowed Scholarship
Mike and Peggy Coleman Moot Court Endowment
James and Anne Corrigan Endowment for Moot Court
Amber H. Drummond Memorial Endowment
David and Deborah Fonvielle Public Defender Service Award
John W. Frost, II Moot Court Endowment
Enrico G. Gonzalez Endowment for Law Review
Carol Gregg and Ken Hart Endowment for Excellence in Public Interest Law Center
Alan and Helaine Grunspan Endowment for Children’s Programs
Wayne Hogan Endowment in Civil Trial Justice
Wayne and Patricia Hogan Endowment
Journal of Land Use & Environmental Law Endowment
Amelia Rea Maguire Endowment for Business Law Lectures
Middle Road Foundation Professionalism Program Fund
Mock Trial Coaches Endowment
Public Service Fellowship
Judges John S. Rawls and James R. Wolf Intramural Moot Court Competition
B. K. Roberts Hall Endowment
Salesia V. Smith-Gordon Endowment
Abraham Stern Moot Court Scholarship
Stoops Family Foundation, Inc. Scholarship
James Harold Thompson Endowment Fund
Transnational Law Journal Endowment
Ware Fund for Excellence for the Public Interest Law Center
Donald J. Weidner Summer for Undergraduates Program
Wells Family Endowment for Moot Court
DEFERRED GIFTS
Garry D. Adel Endowed Scholarship
Judge John Antoon Endowed Scholarship
Anonymous Endowment for Excellence in Elder Law
Michael and Helen Atter Endowment for Excellence
Mark F. and Marianne P. Barney Endowed Scholarship
Cecelia Bonifay Moot Court Endowed Scholarship
Yvonne and Steve Brown Public Interest Service Award
Stephen C. Cheeseman Endowment
William J. and Susan P. Cohen Professorship in Environmental Law
Thomas W. Conrey Endowment for Excellence in Elder Law
Sandy D’Alemberte Scholarship in Human Rights Law
Elizabeth Daniels Fund for Excellence
David and Deborah Fonvielle Public Defender Service Award
Kelly Overstreet Johnson and Hal Johnson Endowment for Excellence
Steve and Blanche Koegler Professorship in Business Law
Maury and Diana Kolchakian Gift to Benefit the Sandra M. Anderson Single-Parent Endowed Scholarship
Howard L. Nations Endowed Fund
Mary L. and Joseph M. Pankowski Scholarship
Larry J. Sartin and Marilyn R. Lawrence Scholarship in Law
David R. and Cristina Z. Stalton Endowed Scholarship
John C. and C. Jeannette Webb Memorial Endowed Fund
John Welch Endowment
* Denotes new major gift or additional major commitment for fiscal year 2019-2020
FINANCIALS

2019-2020 TOTAL CASH AND NEW PLEDGES RECEIVED

$1,394,583

CASH $1,147,583
UNREALIZED NEW PLEDGES $247,000

2019-2020 RECENT LARGER GIFT PLEDGES BY PURPOSE

$447,500

SCHOLARSHIPS $280,000
UNRESTRICTED $95,000
SPECIAL PROGRAMS $72,500

2019-2020 CASH RECEIVED: ENDOWED VERSUS EXPENDABLE

$1,147,583*

ANNUAL FUND AND EXPENDABLE** $792,651
ENDOWMENTS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS $266,211
ENDOWMENTS FOR STUDENT PROGRAMS $51,318
ENDOWMENTS FOR UNRESTRICTED $32,203
ENDOWMENTS FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT $5,200

*There were no state matching dollars this fiscal year.
**Annual fund includes all cash gifts of $10,000 or less made by alumni and friends that are not earmarked for endowment or part of a larger pledge.
2019-2020 ANNUAL FUND AND EXPENDABLE CASH RECEIVED BY PURPOSE

$792,651*

- SCHOLARSHIPS $348,054
- UNRESTRICTED $340,025
- SPECIAL PROGRAMS $53,080
- STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS $27,287
- LIBRARY, LAW REVIEW AND JOURNALS $14,205
- FACULTY DEVELOPMENT $10,000

*All cash gifts of $10,000 or less made by alumni and friends that are not earmarked for endowment or part of a larger pledge.

ALUMNI AND STUDENTS GIVING RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Alumni</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-16</td>
<td>30.64%</td>
<td>81.68%</td>
<td>$456,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-17</td>
<td>30.38%</td>
<td>85.13%</td>
<td>$471,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-18</td>
<td>28.53%</td>
<td>86.86%</td>
<td>$418,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-19</td>
<td>26.22%</td>
<td>88.27%</td>
<td>$529,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-20</td>
<td>21.46%</td>
<td>85.10%</td>
<td>$488,180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL ALUMNI CASH GIFTS TO THE ANNUAL FUND*

*Includes Book Awards
ALL ALUMNI AND STUDENT DONORS BY CLASS

CLASS OF 1969
Alumni: 62
Number of Donors: 17
Participation: 27.42%
Amount Donated: $4,951.58
Anonymous
The Honorable C. Jeffrey Arnold
Stephen W. Buckley
Albert T. Cooper, III
H. Lawrence Hardy
J. Eugene Kelley, Jr.
Thomas L. LaSalle
William R. Lyle, Jr.
James N. McCennaughay
The Honorable Donald S. Modesitt
Douglas H. Morford
David G. Mulock
James I. Ridley
John E. Roberts
Diane D. Tremor
Barry S. Webber
David Luther Woodward

CLASS OF 1970
Alumni: 76
Number of Donors: 20
Participation: 26.32%
Amount Donated: $33,241.65
Larry D. Boltz
John C. Bottcher
E. Bruce Buckley
Terry P. Cole
The Honorable Ella Jane P. Davis
Rodney G. Fair
Gerald W. Jones, Jr.
S. Curtis Kiser
Steven C. Kegler
Douglas S. Lyons
Marsha L. Lyons
James R. Meyer, Sr.
J. Jerome Miller
Byron L. Price
A. Wayne Rich
Richard H. Sallner
A. James Spalla*
Ashley Watson, Jr.
Kent R. Weible
Robert S. Yerkes

CLASS OF 1971
Alumni: 64
Number of Donors: 17
Participation: 26.56%
Amount Donated: $22,750.00
The Honorable John Antoon, II
Don A. Boggs
Michael M. Cerin
Paul F. Hill
J. Michael Hughes
Jerry M. Johns
J. William Kirkland
Wendell J. Kiser
The Honorable Harlow H. Land, Jr.
Carl P. McDonald
Roger E. O’Halloran
Brian D. O’Neill*
The Honorable Richard G. Payne
Thomas B. Pelham
Ted A. Stokes
Charles S. Williams, Jr.
T. Michael Woods, Sr.

CLASS OF 1972
Alumni: 114
Number of Donors: 23
Participation: 20.18%
Amount Donated: $5,600.00
The Honorable Robert B. Bennett, Jr.
Kenneth L. Connor
Fred H. Cumbie, II
Peter M. Dunbar
William B. Eppley
The Honorable Ralph E. Eriksson
C. David Forviele, III
Lester A. Garring, Jr.
Steve Ginesira
The Honorable Raymond D. Gross
Wayne Hogan
Norman H. Horton, Jr.
The Honorable Thomas E. Johnson
John Robert Marks, III
The Honorable J. Shields McManus
Thomas Montgomery
Del G. Potter
R. William Roland
William H. Sned, Jr.
Steven L. Sparkman
The Honorable Richard R. Townsend
George L. Varnadore
Donna L. Wilkinson-Hudson
James C. Brady
William W. Corry*
William Gauldin
W. Christopher Hart
Francis E. Holden, Jr.
Thomas F. Icard, Jr.
The Honorable John M. Kest
The Honorable Sally O. M. Kest
The Honorable Stephen R. Koons
Ronald A. Legendre
Lawrence J. Marchbanks
Joseph A. McConnaughay
Thomas F. Panebianco
Harold F. Peek, Jr.
The Honorable Radford R. Sturgis
Vice Mayor Molly J. Tasker
The Honorable Emerson R. Thompson, Jr.
President John Thrasher
Richard B. Wade
Stephen R. White

CLASS OF 1973
Alumni: 138
Number of Donors: 40
Participation: 28.99%
Amount Donated: $49,476.60
James W. Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Ronald L. Baker
James D. Beasley
Thomas M. Beason
Alan N. Berg
E. Thomas Bushwood
Clark J. Cochran, Jr.*
Thomas W. Conroy
John W. Costigan
Charles L. Curtis
Brian S. Duffy
Ben E. Girtman
Lawrence A. Gonzalez
Owen K. Goodwyne
Admiral Harold E. Grant
Malcolm S. Greenfield
Carol L. Gregg
T. Larry Hill
Professor David M. Hudson
Frank B. Hugg
C. Laurence Keeseey
Joseph L. Kershaw, Jr.
Nancy G. Linnan
Charles F. McClamman
Owen W. Meredith
Malcolm P. Mickler, III
Carl D. Motes
Jerald S. Price
Robert L. Ratliff, III
John R. Reeves
The Honorable George S. Reynolds, III
Robert I. Scanlan
John W. Seery
C. Norman Stallings, Jr.
The Honorable Randall L. Stephenson
George E. Tragos
Thomas A. Warren
William B. Wiley

CLASS OF 1974
Alumni: 147
Number of Donors: 43
Participation: 29.25%
Amount Donated: $38,285.00
Thomas T. Alspach
Michael Basile
Mary Anne Bestebreurtje
Bruce B. Blackwell
Samantha D. Boge
C. Everett Boyd, Jr.
Joseph S. Brannon
Thomas W. Brooks
The Honorable Catherine M. Brunson
Michael A. Currea
Richard D. Dixon
James M. Donohue
Joe W. Fixel
Lawrence N. Curtis*
Scott D. Dettart
The Honorable Henry E. Davis
Catherine L. Dickson
The Honorable J. Dale Durance
Patricia R. Gleason
Diane A. Grubbs
The Honorable Timothy D. Harley
Angela L. Hughes
Jennifer Hurst
The Honorable Lewis M. Killian, Jr.
Joseph W. Lawrence, II
Bruce A. Leinback
The Honorable Terry P. Lewis
Rafael E. Martinez
D. Michael Mathes
Joseph P. Maxwinney
Mary M. McNerny
William N. Meggs
David K. Miller
Theresa A. Moore
Randolph P. Murrell
Bob Owens
Cynthia Pietrowski
Thomas L. Powell
William D. Preston
James M. Schiff
Charles A. Schuster
Timothy W. Perry
The Honorable Patricia V. Thomas
Theodore L. Tripp, Jr.
Michael B. Twomey
Margaret L. Vandervalk
Walton M. Wilson
Professor JoLen Rawls Wolf

CLASS OF 1975
Alumni: 112
Number of Donors: 42
Participation: 37.50%
Amount Donated: $36,148.50
The Honorable David Ackerman
Carole J. Barice
The Honorable Marie Y. Beckwinkel
S. James Brainard
Dominic M. Caparella
Philip C. Claypool
F. Alan Cummings
Lawrence N. Curtis*
D. Scott Dattan
The Honorable Henry E. Davis
Catherine L. Dickson
The Honorable J. Dale Durance
Patricia R. Gleason
Diane A. Grubbs
The Honorable Timothy D. Harley
Angela L. Hughes
Jennifer Hurst
The Honorable Lewis M. Killian, Jr.
Joseph W. Lawrence, II
Bruce A. Leinback
The Honorable Terry P. Lewis
Rafael E. Martinez
D. Michael Mathes
Joseph P. Maxwinney
Mary M. McNerny
William N. Meggs
David K. Miller
Theresa A. Moore
Randolph P. Murrell
Bob Owens
Cynthia Pietrowski
Thomas L. Powell
William D. Preston
James M. Schiff
Charles A. Schuster
Timothy W. Perry
The Honorable Patricia V. Thomas
Theodore L. Tripp, Jr.
Michael B. Twomey
Margaret L. Vandervalk
Walton M. Wilson
Professor JoLen Rawls Wolf

CLASS OF 1976
Alumni: 112
Number of Donors: 42
Participation: 37.50%
Amount Donated: $36,148.50
The Honorable David Ackerman
Carole J. Barice
The Honorable Marie Y. Beckwinkel
S. James Brainard
Dominic M. Caparella
Philip C. Claypool
F. Alan Cummings
Lawrence N. Curtis*
D. Scott Dattan
The Honorable Henry E. Davis
Catherine L. Dickson
The Honorable J. Dale Durance
Patricia R. Gleason
Diane A. Grubbs
The Honorable Timothy D. Harley
Angela L. Hughes
Jennifer Hurst
The Honorable Lewis M. Killian, Jr.
Joseph W. Lawrence, II
Bruce A. Leinback
The Honorable Terry P. Lewis
Rafael E. Martinez
D. Michael Mathes
Joseph P. Maxwinney
Mary M. McNerny
William N. Meggs
David K. Miller
Theresa A. Moore
Randolph P. Murrell
Bob Owens
Cynthia Pietrowski
Thomas L. Powell
William D. Preston
James M. Schiff
Charles A. Schuster
Timothy W. Perry
The Honorable Patricia V. Thomas
Theodore L. Tripp, Jr.
Michael B. Twomey
Margaret L. Vandervalk
Walton M. Wilson
Professor JoLen Rawls Wolf

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
CLASS OF 1977
Alumni: 136
Number of Donors: 38
Participation: 27.94%
Amount Donated: $13,223.70
Anonymous
Elaine K. Ashley
Douglas B. Brown
Peter C. Burkert
David K. Caburn
Carol J. Cooper
Cecil L. Davis, Jr
The Honorable
Kathleen F. Dekker
Benjamin H. Dickens, Jr.
J. Elisabeth Dobbs
The Honorable
Charles W. Dodson
Michaēl A. Edwards
Pamela H. Espenshade
Dennis R. Ferguson
Robert W. Clark
Martha H. Chumbler
John G. Wood, Jr.
Teresa Beazley Widmer
Thomas E. Wheeler, Jr.
Robert W. Wells, Jr.
Linda A. Wells
Neill G. Wade, IV
Joan Stewart
Jeffrey W. Pepper
J. Stephen O’Hara, Jr.
Patricia D. Lott
Edwin P. Krieger, Jr.
Ray P. Jefferies
Debra Weiss Goodstone
Richard B. Haddon*
F. Scott Boyd
The Honorable
Terence A. Gross
Ruth L. Gokel
Colonel Charles L. Early, Jr.
Elizabeth J. Daniels
Robert C. Crabtree
William G. Capko
Stephen C. Burgess
Katharine S. Barry
Bruce D. Barkett
Charles E. Buken, II
Stephen C. Burgess
William G. Capko
Michael J. Coniglio
Robert C. Crabtree
Elizabeth J. Daniels
David S. Dee
Michael E. Duclos
Colonel Charles L. Early, Jr.
Miranda F. Fitzgerald
Lawrence S. Sendzirer
Ruth L. Gokel
Terence A. Gross
The Honorable
Glenn L. Hess
Robert K. High, Jr.
Melanie Ann Hines
Roderick N. Jones
Stephen J. Keller
Thomas F. Kirwin
J. Craig Knox
The Honorable
Frederick L. Koberlein
Kenneth L. Kuerzi
Terry E. Lewis
M. Paul Liebhoutz
Frederick J. Lottetios, III
Robert M. Mack
Rayner F. Maguire, III*
The Honorable
Errol H. Powell
Mary L. Sweet
Edwin Walborsky
Alaine S. Williams

CLASS OF 1980
Alumni: 164
Number of Donors: 30
Participation: 18.23%
Amount Donated: $24,248.61
James E. Armstrong
Arthur C. Beal, Jr.
Robert F. Beethea
Lawrence P. Bush
Pamela Langston Cooper
Sonia R. Crockett
Charlotte H. Danciu
Stephen A. Ecenia
Mary A. Edenfield
Mark J. Freund
David J. Glathorn
Lewis G. Gordon
Steven C. Hartsell
Donald M. Hinkle
Carl D. Inskoep
The Honorable
T. Michael Johnson
Bruce D. Lamb
Richard P. Lee
D. Hywel Leonard
William R. Mayer
Marie T. Moore
Leanne J. Pfaff
Stephen P. Prissier
Vicky A. Savage
Lawrence W. Smith
Linda J. Stalvey
Robert D. Vandiver
John J. Wiltz
LouAnn H. Warren
The Honorable
Philip J. Yacucci, Jr.

CLASS OF 1978
Alumni: 140
Number of Donors: 39
Participation: 27.86%
Amount Donated: $49.050.00
Robert C. Appar
Geralyne M. Atkinson-Hazleton
Betty Anne Beavers
Timothy P. Beavers
Helaine M. Blum
The Honorable
F. Scott Boyd
Martha H. Chumble
Robert W. Clark
Robert A. Cole
John M. Conway
The Honorable
Timothy Coon
Gerald Barnette Cope, Jr.*
Carol E. Donahue
William S. Dufee
Michael J. Dunleavy
Brian A. Dusseault
The Honorable
Richard A. Ehlers
Robert C. Elmore
Andrew L. Granger
Charles J. Grimsley
James S. Groh
C. Howard Hunter, III
M. Catherine Lannon
Sheila M. McBevitt
John H. Mueller
Mary Lou Rajchel
Patrick A. Raley
Christopher J. Smith
Dr. Robert S. Smith
Harris K. Solomon
The Honorable
Karen K. Specie
Ana E. Tangel-Rodriguez
Scott K. Tozian
Ronald B. Warren
Victoria L. Weber
Ronnie L. Williams

CLASS OF 1979
Alumni: 150
Number of Donors: 34
Participation: 22.67%
Amount Donated: $17,240.00
Anonymous
Bruce D. Barkett
Katharine S. Barry
Charles E. Buken, II
Stephen C. Burgess
William G. Capko
Michael J. Coniglio
Robert C. Crabtree
Elizabeth J. Daniels
David S. Dee
Michael E. Duclos
Colonel Charles L. Early, Jr.
Miranda F. Fitzgerald
Lawrence S. Sendzirer
Ruth L. Gokel
Terence A. Gross
The Honorable
Glenn L. Hess
Robert K. High, Jr.
Melanie Ann Hines
Roderick N. Jones
Stephen J. Keller
Thomas F. Kirwin
J. Craig Knox
The Honorable
Frederick L. Koberlein
Kenneth L. Kuerzi
Terry E. Lewis
M. Paul Liebhoutz
Frederick J. Lottetios, III
Robert M. Mack
Rayner F. Maguire, III*
The Honorable
Errol H. Powell
Mary L. Sweet
Edwin Walborsky
Alaine S. Williams

CLASS OF 1981
Alumni: 164
Number of Donors: 30
Participation: 20.41%
Amount Donated: $36,941.58
Garry D. Adel
Karen L. Asher-Cohen
Calvin L. Bender
The Honorable
Robert S. Cohen
SUSAN S. Connelly
Kathryn G. W. Cowdery
Edward W. Dougherty, Jr.
Joseph R. Flood, Jr.
Stephen C. Fredrickson
Vivian F. Garfein
Andrew B. Goshen
Vivian F. Garfein
Stephen P. Prissier
Vicky A. Savage
Lawrence W. Smith
Linda J. Stalvey
Robert D. Vandiver
John J. Wiltz
LouAnn H. Warren
The Honorable
Philip J. Yacucci, Jr.
ALL ALUMNI AND STUDENT DONORS BY CLASS

CLASS OF 1985
Alumni: 186
Number of Donors: 38
Participation: 20.43%
Amount Donated: $23,416.00

CLASS OF 1986
Alumni: 198
Number of Donors: 33
Participation: 16.67%
Amount Donated: $11,880.00

CLASS OF 1987
Alumni: 158
Number of Donors: 29
Participation: 18.35%
Amount Donated: $26,977.22

CLASS OF 1988
Alumni: 157
Number of Donors: 26
Participation: 16.56%
Amount Donated: $16,535.38

CLASS OF 1989
Alumni: 155
Number of Donors: 30
Participation: 19.35%
Amount Donated: $38,101.28

CLASS OF 1990
Alumni: 163
Number of Donors: 22
Participation: 13.50%
Amount Donated: $9,951.56

CLASS OF 1991
Alumni: 241
Number of Donors: 38
Participation: 15.77%
Amount Donated: $27,584.60

CLASS OF 1992
Alumni: 161
Number of Donors: 32
Participation: 19.88%
Amount Donated: $28,640.00

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Alexander H. Twedt
Bruce I. Wiener
Wendy R. Wiener

**CLASS OF 1994**
Alumni: 160
Number of Donors: 25
Participation: 15.63%
Amount Donated: $10,687.50
David J. Barbere
Melvin A. Burruss
Jennifer Stearns Buttrick
C. Graham Carothers, Jr.
The Honorable
L. Powell Clark
Charles F. Dudley
Christopher M. Fitzpatrick
Teresa S. Fitzpatrick
Matthew K. Foster
Christopher J. Karpinski
Mary E. Keating
Robert F. Kohlman
Paul J. Layne
Elizabeth J. Maykut
Michael K. McCormick
Michael A. Novo
Kolly A. O’Keefe
Sean Pittman*
Kyle L. Redfearn
Captain Alan S. Richard
Tricia A. Spivey
John Marc Tamaya
Damin C. Taylor
Shira R. Thomas
The Honorable
Suzanne S. Van Wyk

**CLASS OF 1995**
Alumni: 215
Number of Donors: 41
Participation: 19.07%
Amount Donated: $21,350.00
Robert A. Bass
John W. Benvenenga
Lisa Norris Bernau
Matthew D. Bordelon
George W. Boring, III
L. Antonio Cabassa
Camillo M. Coke
Lynne French Davis
Danielle DeVito-Hurley
Manuel J. Dominguez
Roseanne V. Eckert
Linda Bond Edwards
Maurice D. Evans
Ryan M. Garrett
Geoffrey D. Geist
Shannon B. Hartsfield
W. Cochran Keating, IV
Edward M. Koch
Leenette W. McMillan
Jeanne M. Miller
Jacquelynn Lewis Newman
Curtis S. Fajole
Christy Donovan Pemberton
Bryan T. Pugh
The Honorable
Stephanie W. Ray
Gary A. Roberts
Diego Rodriguez*
Marlene Sallo
Gregory L. Shelton
The Honorable
Julie S. Sneed
William H. Stafford, III
Hadas Kohn Stagman
Jacqueline B. Steele
Leon S. Stewart
Sharon C. Tiffany
Meredith Trammell
The Honorable
Jessica M. Trinh
Francisca J. Vinas
Lillian A. Vitagliano-Baum
Nancy Mason Wallace
Alexandria E. Walters-Williams

**CLASS OF 1996**
Alumni: 181
Number of Donors: 4: 14
Participation: 7.73%
Amount Donated: $5,185.00
Anonymous
Terrance L. Ashanta-Barker
Jennifer R. Beltz
Tanya L. Bowar
William E. Cagle
Dana L. Crosby-Collier
Elizabeth C. Daley
Robert E. Faigin
Mitchell R. Golden
JoLinda L. Herring*
Malinda R. Lugo
Michael A. Martinez
Robert S. Phillips, II
Scott A. Tavolieri

**CLASS OF 1997**
Alumni: 189
Number of Donors: 36
Participation: 19.05%
Amount Donated: $13,298.28
Patricia N. Annunziato
Verne L. Berg
Eric R. Bae E. Vain
James A. Boatman, Jr.
James A. Bordonaro
Diane G. Cassaro
Frank P. Cuneo
Conal F. Doyle
Joshua M. Drenchel
Tracey L. Ellerson
Alejandro Espino
Gregory W. Fles
Angela D. Flaherty
Mark T. Flaherty
Anne Marie Frazee
April E. Haughey
Roger I. Haughey, II*
Scott A. Remington
Amie H. Remington
Peter Papagianakis
Preston O. Odom, III
Robert E. Faigin
Elizabeth C. Daley
Dana L. Crosby-Collier
William E. Clague
Jennifer R. Beltz
Terrance L. Ashanta-Barker
Anonymous
Participation: 10.65%
Number of Donors: 23
Alumni: 216

**CLASS OF 1998**
Alumni: 216
Number of Donors: 23
Participation: 10.65%
Amount Donated: $6,315.00
Lilia R. Bell
Charles W. Callahan, III
Colonel Karen H. Carlisle
Sean B. Cronin
Lauren S. Curtis
Kasandra L. Derry
Kalchnia R. Dillard
Laura J. Donaldson
Inga G. Fuso-Getisse
Guamming Fang
H. Timothy Gillis
Melissa R. Hourihan
Bert J. Millis
Steven M. Millsap*
Janet P. Newburg
Anthony J. Paviglianiti
Senior Vice President
Patrick R. Ray, Jr.
The Honorable
Weather Pinder Rodriguez
Paige B. Shoemaker
Mitchell L. Silverman
Scott B. Smith
Ari J. Tellman
Joseph J. Ward

**CLASS OF 1999**
Alumni: 195
Number of Donors: 17
Participation: 8.72%
Amount Donated: $1,981.00
Anonymous
Tammy D. Butler
John W. Chapman
Gurnett W. Chisenhall, Jr.
Virginia C. Dailey
Angela C. Desmond
Brian L. Fernandez
Christina M. Galindo-Walsh
Robert H. Hosay

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
ALL ALUMNI AND STUDENT DONORS BY CLASS

CLASS OF 2002
Alumni: 219
Number of Donors: 24
Participation: 10.96%
Amount Donated: $5,595.00
Harmony A. Conti Bodurtha
Georgia A. Capplemann
Jeanne B. Curtin
Daniel S. Dalesandro
Timothy E. Dennis
Erika B. Engelson
Joy P. Ewartz
Leonard S. Feula
John M. Grady
Vivian C. Hodz
Jason K. Kellogg
James I. Knudson, II
Daniel W. Langley
Robert S. Mctavish
Pedro J. Malaret
Richard H. Martin
Cian G. O’Brien
T. DeWayne Pearson
Elaine I. Probasco
Joseph A. Probasco
Marie G. Vital
Tonya H. Walker
W. Timothy Weekley
Joel C. Wilson

CLASS OF 2004
Alumni: 202
Number of Donors: 41
Participation: 20.30%
Amount Donated: $7,740.00
Anonymous
Anonymous
Christopher S. Branton
Brandon G. Cathey
Min K. Cho
James G. Clark
Paul Daragati
Michelle R. Dennard
Marcy B. Waters Desantis
Jennifer R. Dixon
Christopher L. Dunham
Audrey L. Ehrhardt
Robert L. Ehrhardt
David C. Gadd
Lily M. McCarty Gonzalez
Genevieve Hall
Sheila A. Harley
Shenika LaTia Harris
Justin K. Holcombe
Janeia D. Ingram
The Honorable
Jason L. Jones
Alejandro E. Jordan
Cassandra Ross Kellogg
Laura E. Ketcham
Kolly Parsons Kvitakek
Melody S. Lankford
Edward Alan Lopez
Carolyn Chinn Maly
Matthew H. Mears
Luis Menendez-Aponte
Luke Newman
Daniel C. Norris
Michael S. Oback
Seth A. Paciej
Ryan K. Parker
Sarah R. H. Pietila
Carlos A. Rey
Calvin R. Robinson
Lauren R. Tabas
Humberto S. Valdes

CLASS OF 2005
Alumni: 271
Number of Donors: 66
Participation: 24.35%
Amount Donated: $8,152.42
Dr. Barbara D. Abrams
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Danielle M. Appignani
Matthew B. Baggett
Rebecca Bandy
Clayton B. Bell
Richard M. Benham
Jacylin P. Brawley
Audra M. Bryant
Elizabeth B. Burgess
Gavin D. Burgess
Nathan D. Chapman
David W. Childs
Douglas G. Christy
David H. Echavarria
R. Matthew Elliott
Jason S. Felder
Robert A. Fleming, III
Tae J. Friedman
R. Andrew George
Robert A. Goodwin, III
Amy M. Graham
Justin B. Green
Stephen K. Hachey
Christopher M. Hamilton
Terry L. Hill
Jarrad C. Holst
Lora L. Howell
Jami M. Ito
Lori L. Jobe
Thomas A. Kay
Kristoph J. Kost
Erick D. Langenbrunner
Matthew D. Liebenau
Adrienni C. Love
Jedediah A. Main
Matthew A. Martin
Christopher L. Mellott
Walter D. Moody
Dina Samar Munasifi
Joseph D. Ortiz
Scott A. Padgett
Justin S. Peterson
Hunter P. Pfiffker
Timothy R. Qualls
Karen N. Reschly
Tyrone G. Roofner
Seth I. Rubin
Richard C. N. Schiffer
Carly J. Schrader
Lisa D. Soles
Matthew M. Simmonds
Lieutenant Colonel Phylis V Robinson South
Phillip H. Taylor
Stephen H. Thomas, Jr.
Amber L. Tucker
Christian B. Turner
Michael A. Usry
C. Brent Wardrop
Stephen G. Webster
Edward W. Wood
Amie H. Young
Jonathan N. Zaiert

CLASS OF 2006
Alumni: 242
Number of Donors: 54
Participation: 22.31%
Amount Donated: $23,527.51
Clay A. Adkinson
Amanda L. Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Ana Eliza T. Bauersachs
Amanda S. Bava
Lindsay L. Carter-Tidwell
Miguel J. Chamorro
Thomas A. Crabb
Arielle H. Domby-Berger
Shannon L. Doheny
Iacob D. Flonke
George A. Glenn
Melanie Sheemaker Griffin
Kellie Symons Hall
Jeffrey S. Hammer
Melly Northcutt Hammer
James F. Hartman
Douglas J. Helling
Wesley A. Hill
Thomas L. Hunker
Kristina N. Klein
Lydia Libar
Kari A. Lee
Jennifer K. Little
Peter B. McKernan, II
R. David McLaughlin
Charles F. Mills, III
Allison R. Muney
Mandy R. O’Callaghan
Damon A. Orato
R. Worth Parker
Payal V. Patel
Emily B. Peebles
E. Victoria Penny
Raul L. Perviz
Navin A. Ramnath
Iared M. Ross
Zachary L. Ross
Amelia A. Savage
Luke C. Savage

CLASS OF 2007
Alumni: 228
Number of Donors: 54
Participation: 23.68%
Amount Donated: $12,722.00
Eric T. Abrahamson
Major Miguel R. Acosta
Richard Andrew Constantine
Allan James L. Argento
David R. Bear
Maite C. Bisigni
Tandy L. Blackburn
W. Troy Bouk
The Honorable
Jeffrey L. Burns
Ryan C. Cox
Steven G. Dell, II
Scott J. Edwards
Michael P. Elchenko, II
Jeffrey S. Elkins
Tyler B. Everett
Jonathan A. Faltham, II
Tracy L. Forgus
Jamila G. Gooden
Kim Nguyen Gray
James R. Green, Jr.
Dustin S. Hunter
Rachael P. Kaiman
Daron M. Kaye-Thomas
Rachelle-Marie Kelly
Sarah Finney Kjellin
Barbara J. Leach
Carrie M. Leontitis
Francis S. Leontitis
Jami L. Lewis
J. Ryan Mahar
Michael J. Makdisi
Major Nicholas A. Martz
David W. McCrea
Michael J. McKeon
Alan C. Nash
Patsy J. Palmer
Jonathan J. Paul
Aaron J. Peacock
Matthew S. Pila
Brett R. Renton
Francis M. S. Roberts
Brynna J. Ross
Erik L. Sayler
Adam G. Schwartz
Christine K. Sanno
Matthew C. Spelman
Karen L. Spratling
Jenna L. Syrdahl
Carol J. Taylor
Joshua Taylor
Christopher A. Tomlinson
F. Joseph Ullo, Jr.
Bonnie A. Wilmot
John J. Wolfel, Jr.

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Lauren R. Moody
Gregory M. Noonan
Rachel E. Nordby
Laura E. Noyes
Joseph C. Proulx
Eric M. Reinarnan
George S. Reynolds, IV
Professor Karen E. Sandrick
Ross Scott J. Seagle
Kenneth N. Shaw
Wesley D. Sherman
Danielle A. Sherriff
H. Barrett Spraggins
Henry L. Stiles IV
Major Steven P. Szymanski
Sarah R. Taitt
Stephanie T. Tanada
Christina Y. Taylor
Adam R. Teichler
Rebecca P. Tulgans
Ryan B. Witte

CLASS OF 2009
Alumni: 258
Number of Donors: 57
Participation: 22.09%
Amount Donated: $3,803.50

Francisco A. Alibis
Anonymous
Annie H. Arsenault
Jesse S. Bennett
Heather N. Best
Matthew L. Beville
Daniel R. Blyndy
Michael M. Brownlee
Paetra T. Brownlee
John M. Cary
Brandon S. Cline
John Dorris
James R. Douglass, III
Jessica Y. Featherstone
Mark Friessen
Aaron R.Getty
Matthew T. Girardi
Gina J. Girardi
Brandon T. Glanz
Jason N. Goldman
Meghan L. Gomez
William D. Hall, III*
Mark S. Hanz
Georgia E. Higgins
Jason J. Kruziska
Alyssa S. Lathrop
Gareth G. Leonard
Manny J. Lorenzana
Andrew J. Lutostanski
Jennifer M. Lutzké
C. Preston McIlane
W. Brent McNeel
Melissa B. Murphy
Koli A. Murray
Elizabeth W. Neiberger
Eric M. Neiberger
Jo-Anne M. Nieves
David R. Osborne
Joseph M. Percopo
Commander Jonathan C. Perry
Martin F. Powell
Robert J. Powell
Jason M. Renner
Kristen D. Renner
Brent T. Riggel
Carlos L. Santi
William R. Sickler
Christen L. Spake
Sarah R. Shuler
Roary E. Snider
Stephen A. Spaid
Jacek Stramski
Matthew C. Strenth
Christin R. Tanner
Laura L. Tanner
Jordan Thompson
Cherly L. Tomlinson
Weslyn Walker
Matthew M. Whidden
Brandon W. White

CLASS OF 2010
Alumni: 270
Number of Donors: 70
Participation: 25.93%
Amount Donated: $5,599.52

Crystal D. Anderson
Alvan Balent, Jr.
Ana M. Barton
Gregory K. Black*
Bradley G. Bodiford
Christa E. Burger
Stacy M. Cleveland
Dana Cohan
Jennifer G. Comolla
Jacob T. Cremer
Terin M. Barbos Cremer
Jordan A. Datchko
Daniel L. Díaz-Balart
Alisia T. Dixon
Commissioner Andrew G. Fay
Stephanie C. Ferlita
Andrew R. Fier
Stephanie C. Ferlita
Megan M. Warren
Reid M. Wakefield
Leon M. Walsh, Jr.
Megan M. Warren
Jeffrey J. Wilcox

CLASS OF 2011
Alumni: 254
Number of Donors: 57
Participation: 22.44%
Amount Donated: $3,779.00

Matthew J. Allman
Alexander J. Anderson
Alexander S. Beck
Patrick S. Bennett
Lauren E. Bobek
David A. Boyer
Dillon Brazyna
Natalie P. Bryant
Professor Christopher F. Busch
Brett M. Carey
Kathryn E. Crandall
Teresa F. Cummings
Brittany Rhodaback Damby
Abigail F. Dean
Krista A. Dolan
Jordan L. Donaldson
Anton K. Dyer
Maikel N. Eskander
Megan Fay
Kevin A. Forshoefel
Jessica L. Gregory
David W. Grimes
Richard B. Harb
Ashley P. Hayes
David A. Hayes
Nathan W. Hill
Meredith C. Hinshelwood

CLASS OF 2012
Alumni: 284
Number of Donors: 90
Participation: 31.69%
Amount Donated: $46,871.24

Matthew J. Abrams
Jacob Abrams
Megan C. Abrams
Jared D. Anderson
Gabriella Armas
Jonathan T. Baker
Christopher J. Beardslee
Roger N. Beaubien
Christine L. Bentley
Joseph M. Bracken
Rome S. Cagnina
Bruton M. Campbell-Work
Tyler J. Caron
Matthew R. Daley
Maxwell J. Dauerman*
Peter V. Deila
James C. Dinkins
Maria S. Dinkins
Natasha B. Dorsey
Daniel D. Dubale
Ted B. Edwards, Jr.
Benjamin H. Eisenberg
Elizabeth Deslege Ellis
Samuel A. Farkas
Aaron S. Feuer
Nicole R. Fingerhut
Ryan A. Fingerhut
Patrick D. Flemming
Christopher J. Fruhr, Jr.

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
### ALL ALUMNI AND STUDENT DONORS BY CLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2013</th>
<th>Alumni: 237</th>
<th>Number of Donors: 73</th>
<th>Participation: 30.80%</th>
<th>Amount Donated: $5,957.49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jamie T. Agraw</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Enrique Baltar</td>
<td>Samuel B. Boundy</td>
<td>Captain Ryan L. Briggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis A. Bright, Jr.*</td>
<td>Erin L. Cantelmo</td>
<td>Ian B. Carnahan</td>
<td>Jeffery P. Daines</td>
<td>Douglas H. Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Wesley Day</td>
<td>Gregory A. Gidus</td>
<td>Aaron R. Gatt</td>
<td>Michelle A. Gumula</td>
<td>Tammy Hammack-Barber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Holt</td>
<td>Nicholas D. Horner</td>
<td>Angela L. Huston Miller</td>
<td>Nathan J. Kaplan</td>
<td>William T. King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam S. Kramarow</td>
<td>Amy E. Lipford</td>
<td>Chad E. Lipsky</td>
<td>Pedro Z. Lopes</td>
<td>Adrian A. Lukis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chance Lyman</td>
<td>Douglas McAlarney</td>
<td>Jason A. McIntosh</td>
<td>Danilo A. McLeod</td>
<td>Chelsea L. Motka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy M. Perdue</td>
<td>Katie B. Privett</td>
<td>Marissa S. Pyle</td>
<td>Michael A. Roe</td>
<td>Evan J. Rosenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William B. Rothenberg</td>
<td>Eric D. Schub</td>
<td>Rachel L. Siegel-McLaughlin</td>
<td>Jennito Simon</td>
<td>Brenden D. Saucy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel B. Steinberg</td>
<td>Christopher D. Stokes</td>
<td>Clayton W. Thornton</td>
<td>Ashley A. Urban</td>
<td>Michael Vaghaiwulla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin I. Wallace</td>
<td>Thomas E. Whigham, Jr.</td>
<td>Claire A. Whitely</td>
<td>Allison R. Wiggins</td>
<td>Sean B. Wiggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew C. Williams</td>
<td>Janelle E. Zabresky</td>
<td>Stephanie M. Zachary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2014</th>
<th>Alumni: 268</th>
<th>Number of Donors: 74</th>
<th>Participation: 27.81%</th>
<th>Amount Donated: $3,460.64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asad Ali</td>
<td>Joaquin Alvarez</td>
<td>Kyle S. Bauman</td>
<td>Nicole B. Blais</td>
<td>Michael D. Blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley B. Blanton</td>
<td>Lee-Anne Bosch</td>
<td>Jenna Bottey</td>
<td>Mitchell A. Bottey</td>
<td>Shannon C. Boyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Brown</td>
<td>James P. Burleson</td>
<td>J. Jeffery Burns</td>
<td>Janelle S. Cannon</td>
<td>Jonathan L. Darden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherayn L. Davidson</td>
<td>Shannon R. Dolson</td>
<td>Paul P. Drake</td>
<td>Chad W. Dunn</td>
<td>Uriah R. Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher S. Emmanuel</td>
<td>Lee L. Fairchild</td>
<td>Edward L. Foster, III</td>
<td>Joseph V. Gardner</td>
<td>Amanda N. Gay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura E. Gomes</td>
<td>Solomon E. Donite</td>
<td>Josiah D. Graham</td>
<td>Sherri-An Grant-Clarke*</td>
<td>Tyler A. Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael A. Gumula</td>
<td>Heather K. Ham-Warren</td>
<td>Joshua M. Hawkins</td>
<td>Coleman P. Hengesbach</td>
<td>Alexander Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denissa C. Ihabaca-Ravinet</td>
<td>Olufunsho Ilori</td>
<td>Kathleen J. Klepfer</td>
<td>Steven E. Kolbert</td>
<td>Wei Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang L. Liang</td>
<td>Rebecca M. Lightle</td>
<td>Clayton L. Lovett</td>
<td>Samantha A. McClure</td>
<td>James E. McDowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon V. Melincoff</td>
<td>Jeremy M. Merkin</td>
<td>Cullen C. Morris</td>
<td>Lauren M. Reynolds Nef</td>
<td>Matthew C. Neff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher T. Nickels</td>
<td>Kara R. Ottervergar</td>
<td>Ann Claire Patterson</td>
<td>Justin Paul</td>
<td>Andrew Podlaski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle J. B. Rash</td>
<td>Nicholas Ravinet</td>
<td>Tiya S. Rolle</td>
<td>Brenda L. Roman</td>
<td>Alison H. Sausaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla M. Scarpone</td>
<td>Shana S. Stuckey</td>
<td>Jessica Tehlirian</td>
<td>Mark A. Templeton</td>
<td>Michael D. Tooley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah A. Spach</td>
<td>Margaret J. Spicer</td>
<td>Michele M. Visconti</td>
<td>Jacquelyn Thomas Watts</td>
<td>Courtney L. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor S. Wolff</td>
<td>Erik Woody</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2015</th>
<th>Alumni: 251</th>
<th>Number of Donors: 74</th>
<th>Participation: 29.45%</th>
<th>Amount Donated: $3,702.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ryan C. Abernethy</td>
<td>Brittnie R. Baker</td>
<td>Kelly A. Baker</td>
<td>Daniel P. Bart</td>
<td>Jett L. Baumann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen E. Bond</td>
<td>Peter W. Brennan</td>
<td>Coleman L. Brice</td>
<td>Benjamin W. Buck Jr.</td>
<td>Christine A. Clolinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellie L. Cochran</td>
<td>Joseph M. Coleman</td>
<td>Anna K. DeCerchic</td>
<td>Rachael A. Dziechciarz</td>
<td>Khalil E. Farah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph R. Salzverg</td>
<td>William A. Shaw</td>
<td>Jessica A. Shurtle</td>
<td>Glenn J. Shidner</td>
<td>Megan S. Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert C. Volpe</td>
<td>Nina C. Welch*</td>
<td>Kevin M. Winters</td>
<td>Byron W. Wright</td>
<td>Meghan E. Zibowski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2016</th>
<th>Alumni: 193</th>
<th>Number of Donors: 60</th>
<th>Participation: 31.09%</th>
<th>Amount Donated: $1,885.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexandre A. Akre Kay</td>
<td>Andrew M. Bennett</td>
<td>Stacey M. Bosch</td>
<td>Elizabeth W. Brice</td>
<td>Charles O. Burden, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas G. Bush</td>
<td>Jason D. Byrd, Jr.</td>
<td>Monica B. Carusello</td>
<td>Andrew H. Chase</td>
<td>Bresonna S. Christopher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennon M. Coens</td>
<td>Douglas A. Cohen</td>
<td>Ernest A. Cox, IV</td>
<td>Jason P. Del Rosso</td>
<td>Michael B. Dobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara R. Flomenhoft</td>
<td>Richard A. Lavry, Jr.</td>
<td>Jordane E. Learn</td>
<td>Zachary Lee</td>
<td>Valerie A. Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary W. Lombardo</td>
<td>Amy E. Martin</td>
<td>Jonathan A. Martin</td>
<td>Sarah R. Mathews</td>
<td>Ryan W. McCarville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles F. Melges</td>
<td>Ashley L. Moore</td>
<td>Brendan J. Mullenn</td>
<td>William A. Nilson</td>
<td>Colin P. Norton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel C. Osborne</td>
<td>Jaycee Peralta</td>
<td>Kristen E. Piazza</td>
<td>Carey J. Portney</td>
<td>Athanasios Poulikidas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos A. Puentes, Jr.</td>
<td>AnnaLara M. Rehwinkel</td>
<td>William J. Repko, III</td>
<td>Jered M. Rigoni</td>
<td>Amanda M. Robackker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric D. Rogers</td>
<td>Carrie E. Rosato</td>
<td>Trevor C. Ruff</td>
<td>William T. Sadler</td>
<td>Joseph R. Salzverg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas M. Winters</td>
<td>Byron W. Wright</td>
<td>Megan E. Zibowski</td>
<td>Anna L. Cooper</td>
<td>Kristian E. Prout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
John M. Delager, III
John T. Donald
Kimberly K. Downs
George M. Duncan, V
John D. Edwards
Daniel F. Elesesser
Vincent A. Fernandez
Lazaro P. Fields
Jenna-Marie A. Gammon
Matthew R. Goller
Ellis D. Goralnick
Jeremy R. Green
Caleb G. Hinton
Courtney M. Humeston
Greggory E. Jacobs
John G. Koeppel
Joseph D. Leavitt
Jessica M. Melkun
Nathan Meloon
Namaah S. Mitchell
Christopher R. O’Brien
Tiffany N. Oliver
Logan S. Parker
Sarah E. Farrow
Michael D. Piccolo
Kelsey N. Pincket
Steven D. Reardon
Alex M. Sarsfield
Marianna R. Seiler
Max J. Solomon
Kristina V. Stamenovska
Lance D. Stephens
Lauren R. Storch
Christina J. Strasser
Jacqueline A. Van Lanningham
Travis A. Voyles
Philip D. Wayne
Robert R. Wheeler, Jr.

CLASS OF 2018

Alumni: 192

Number of Donors: 64
Participation: 33.33%
Amount Donated: $2,550.00

Diana M. Aguilar
Anonymous
John A. Barr
Jacob Bennett Barrow
Allison J. Beachy
M. Kamalani Bradley
Elizabeth B. Buchanan
Daniel L. Buchholz
Damiun J. Bythewrow
Valerie L. Chartier-Hogancamp
Michelle C. Covin
Clayton B. Culler
Austin T. Day
Kiersten M. Denny
Johnny P. Eliaheem
Omar A. Erchid
Maria F Garcia Bahamonde
Conrado Gemetz, Jr.
Molly E. Gray-Snyder
Carlton C. Hamilton, III
Robert K. Harris
Christopher L. Hill
Michael W. Hoffman
William J. Homer
Reginald E. Janvier
Mark B. Johnson
Maya G. Justo Aybar
John Cameron E. Katz
Caitlin L. Kio
Tristan A. LaNasa
Alexa K. Landreau
Branden D. Ledford
Rachel L. Lopez
James B. Marshall
Michael C. Melli
Amanda L. Mezer
Alyson G. Morelli
Jessica B. Murray
Mallory A. Neumann
Stuart D. Ninceholser
Natalia I. Nincevic
Alison S. O’Brien
Taylor N. Patton
Janay M. G. Pieczynski
Christopher B. Posner
Jake K. Proudfoot
Eryn E. Riconda
Annette N. Riddle
Alexis I. Rodriguez
Jessica J. Rodriguez
Blair L. Schneider
Christopher R. Seifer
Lillian R. Sharpe*
Stuart T. Smith
Michael J. Speer
Maxwell H. Stape
Tyler E. Stokes
Aaron M. Tankel
Kimberly A. Thomas
Jorge E. Torres Puig
John M. Vernaglia
Megan L. Williams
Kaitlynn M. Wilson
Julia M. Wischmeier

CLASS OF 2019

Alumni: 157

Number of Donors: 51
Participation: 32.48%
Amount Donated: $1,614.00

Samantha L Angielastro
Anonymous
Stephan F. Barber
Christina N. Behan
Nikki K. Bhavsar
Jill M. Bowen
Savannah J. Brown
Conor T. Burns
Olivia L. Cato
Peter F. Chechanov
Jeffrey S. Chen
Constantine Christakis
Samantha R. Coughlin
Laura L. Dadowski
Ryan P. Denish
Kelsey A. Early
William A. Engelbrecht
Paige M. Farach
Sean C. Goldstein
Kacey D. Heekein
Justin T. Heinitz
Kaitlin J. Jackson
Kathryn R. Judson
Annalisia R. Kapusta
Alan J. LaCerra
Cihselie Lyons
Brian G. Many
Chandler D. McCoy
Carter M. McMillan
J. Michael Moorhead
Hollie Morey
Eduardo J. Morles
Shannon M. Morris
Jennifer Mosquera
Corinne R. Murrell
Skye E. Musson
L. Danielle Nagy
Angela C. Pichardo
Matthew C. Pritchett
Quinn B. Ritter
Hannah L. Rodgers
Mourama S. Saint-Fleur
Chad N. Sincler
Michelle A. Sroberger
Laurel A. Tallent
Andrew G. Thomas
Joseph D. Walters
Eugene C. White
Brand P. Williams
Heather L. Wolfe
Adam W. Wood

CLASS OF 2020

Alumni: 180

Number of Donors: 107
Participation: 59.44%
Amount Donated: $1,946.75

Oluremi P. Abiodun
Sheylla Acceves
Shannon M. Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Elisabeth A. Avilla
Michael A. Bacallao
Caylen R. Berry
Hana C. Bilicki
Samantha L. Blazit
Jordan A. Botsch
Elizabeth A. Bradford
Edward S. Brower
Emily M. Burns
Bryant C. Camarena
Sarah F. Carter
Abigail A. Cazel
Eduard-Hugh E. Clarke
Ryan A. Colon
Christina L. Day
Melody M. Deatherage

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Haley A. Dierkes
Evan J. Drake
Robert M. Edwards
Alexandra M. Elder
Aubrey Etheridge
Elin A. Fields
Nathan L. Figueroa
Karina M. Flores
Berly P. Francois
Joshua R. Funderburke
Brandon T. Gamble
Craig R. Gaver
Markendia H. Geffrard
Derek W. Gengler
Steven R. Givens
Susan R. Givens
Erica R. Gloyd
Matthew S. Goekle
Alison J. Gollnick
Carlos G. Gomez
Caitlin R. Harden
Christina Henry
Cailynn J. Houlihan
Hannah M. Jackson
Steven J. Kahn
Daniel C. Kaltner
Ethan S. Katz
Dana B. Keller
Mary K. King
Bradley F. Kinni
Haley D. Koyle
Benjamin M. Lagos
Alexandra D. Lavelle
Alexander J. Lenk
Viktor Lyusy
Dayna Maeder
Michael C. Maloney
Alison L. Marshall
Meaghan K. Mau
Cassandra R. McEwan
Emily S. Michel
Van Miller
Evan B. Mishkin
Nicole Crystal Marie Molner
Celeste D. Murphy-Gerling
Trevor D. Mylin
Ashley R. Navarrete
Alessandra Norat Mousinho
Garrett M. Olsen
Stefani-Jo F. Osborn
Tiffany A. Osei-Owusu
Madelyn Pendarvis
Jackson D. Pierce
Anastacia E. Pirrello
Erik S. Pozek
Alexander M. Purpura
Joshua Quick
Breanna R. Raspopovich
Justin R. Ravelo
Heather A. Raya Lopez
Douglas P. Reddick
Tommy A. Richardson
Jonathan Riveras
Carla S. Sanchez
Alessandra G. Secino
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2021</th>
<th>Alumni: 205</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Donors: 132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation: 64.39%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount Donated: $724.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS OF 2022</th>
<th>Alumni: 177</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Donors: 114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation: 64.41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount Donated: $641.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Class Agent for Fiscal Year 2019-2020*
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*

PRESIDENT’S CABINET: $100,000+
Jeffrey A. Stoops

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY: $25,000 - $99,999
AccessLex Institute
Lois S. Daves
Steven C. Koegler
Daniel F. O’Shea
Margaret A. Rolando
Robert L. Rothman
David Varet / Middle Road Foundation

DEAN’S CABINET: $5,000 - $24,999
Clay B. Adkinson
W. Riley Allen
BARBRI, Inc.
James A. Bax, Sr.
Mary Anne Bestbeuretje
Cecelia Bonifay
The Honorable Jeffrey L. Burns
Lawrence P. Bush
Lisaabeth W. Chambers
Anita L. Clark
Lawrence N. Curtin & Jeanne B. Curtin
Carlos R. Diez-Arguelles
Stephen A. Ecenia
Professor Charles W. Ehrhardt
Manuel Farach
First Presbyterian Church
Warren L. Franz
Norma J. Griffith
Henry Buchanan, P.A.
T. Larry Hill
Ivy Tea Rose, Inc.
Fred E. Karlinsky
Deborah K. Kearney
Lawrence A. Kellogg
Joseph W. Lawrence, II
Halley B. Lewis, III
Representative Marcelo Llorente
McConnaughhay, Coonrod, Pope, Weaver & Stern, P.A.
Timothy J. Meenan
Dean Erin O’Hara O’Connor
Brian D. O’Neill
Peter Papagianakis
Professor of Law Emerita Jane Rigler
Harold A. Saul
Shutts & Bowen, LLP
Gina G. Smith
Salesia V. Smith-Gordon, R.Ph.
Thomas J. Spulak
Synergy Foundation for Those With Special Needs, Inc.
President John Thrasher
Theodore L. Tripp, Jr.
M. Stephen Turner
Francisco J. Vinas
Edwin Walborsky
Nancy Mason Wallace
Thomas A. Warren & Kathleen A. Villacorta
Bruce I. Wiener & Wendy R. Wiener
R. Mark Williamson
Professor JoLen Rawls Wolf &
The Honorable James R. Wolf

*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*  

**DEAN’S COUNCIL: $2,000 - $4,999**  
Tanya L. Bower  
Charles E. Buker, III  
Jason B. Burnett  
John M. Conway  
William W. Corry  
Erika B. Engelson  
Joseph R. Flood, Jr.  
Fonvielle, Lewis, Messer & McConnaughhay  
Matthew K. Foster  
Isidro M. Garcia  
Grant Thornton Foundation  
Melanie Shoemaker Griffin  
Kelly D. Hancock  
Melanie Ann Hines  
A. Woodson Isom, Jr. &  
The Honorable Claudia R. Isom  
Professor Steve R. Johnson  
Patrick T. Kinni  
Law Offices of Friedman, Abrahamsen & Cruz  
James R. Meyer, Sr.  
William W. Montjoy  
Luke Newman  
Rosemary O’Shea  
Neal B. Osiason  
Patsy J. Palmer  
Mary L. Pankowski  
Sean Pittman  
Alicia Westhoff Reid  
The Honorable Debra Roberts  
Andrew W. Smith  
Southern Fidelity Insurance Company  
Professor Nat S. Stern & Karen Oehme  
The Honorable Terry D. Terrell  
The Florida Bar Foundation  
Daniel H. Thompson &  
Robin H. Thompson  
The Honorable Emerson R. Thompson, Jr.  
Scott K. Tozian  
Stephen N. Zack

**BARRISTER’S COUNCIL: $1,000 - $1,999**  
Garry D. Adel  
Katharine S. Barry & Harris K. Solomon  
Robert A. Bass  
Larry D. Beltz  
Ginger L. Boyd  
James C. Brady  
The Honorable Catherine M. Brunson  
L. Antonio Cabassa & Angela C. Cabassa  
Capitol Preferred Insurance  
Karen A. Childers  
Lynne French Davis  
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation  
Benjamin H. Dickens, Jr.  
Eileen D. Fernandez  
Miranda F. Fitzgerald  
Katherine E. Giddings  
Thomas M. Gonzalez  
Robert A. Goodwin, III  
Aaron R. Gott  
Terence A. Gross  
Mark E. Holcomb  
C. Howard Hunter, III  
Ray P. Jefferies  
Paul D. Jess  
Gerald W. Jones, Jr.  
Eleanor A. Joseph  
The Honorable Lorraine M. Kelly  
Samuel P. King  
Robert F. Kohlman  
Daniel W. Langley  
Nancy G. Linnan  
Michael C. Markham  
Wellington H. Meffert, II & Cari Lynn Roth  
Bert J. Mills  
Steven M. Millsap  
Adrian T. Mood, Jr.  
Bob Owens  
Curtis S. Pajcic  
Seth A. Pajcic  
Jerald S. Price  
Carolyn S. Raepple  
Joyce M. Raidle  
Frank P. Rainer  
Amie H. Remington & Scott A. Remington  
Leonard K. Samuels  
F. Robert Santos  
Floyd R. Self  
Stephen R. Senn  
Scott B. Smith  
Jacqueline B. Steele  
Betty J. Steffens  
Robin L. Suarez  
The Florida Bar  
Glenda L. Thornton  
The Honorable Vincent G. Torpy, Jr.  
Francisco Touron, III  
George L. Varnadoe  
Ansley Watson, Jr.  
Peggy A. West  
Linda Spaulding White  
John G. Wood, Jr.

*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.*
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*

*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*

Professor Jane Boyd Ohlin
Damiem A. Orato
Scott A. Padgett
The Honorable Robert G. Panse
Logan S. Parker
Sarah E. Parrow
Ian E. Patz
W. Scott Patterson
Jonathan J. Paul
Nathan J. Paulich
Jonathan M. Pavnser
The Honorable Richard G. Payne
T. DeWayne Pearson
Emily B. Pfeiffer
Thomas D. Pelham
Stephan A. Pendergast
Kirk A. Perrow
Hunter P. Pfeiffer
Matthew S. Pila
Brian G. Pincket
L. William Porter, III
Corey J. Portnoy
Del G. Potter
The Honorable Errol H. Powell
Martin F. Powell & Professor Hillary Copeland Powell
Thomas L. Powell
William D. Preston
The Honorable Michael J. Provost
Bryan T. Pugh
Timothy R. Qualls
Joshua Quick
Paul A. Quimby
Mary Lou Rajchel
Amanda H. Rapp & Stephen J. Rapp
Robert L. Ratliff, III
The Honorable O’Ann Read
Jason M. Renner & Kristen D. Renner
Brett R. Renton
Karen N. Reschly
Yesenia F. Rey
James P. Rhea
A. Wayne Rich
Captain Alan S. Richard
Justin L. Richard
The Honorable Nina N. Ashenafi Richardson
Jeff J. Ricke
Robert H. Rigsby, Jr.
Douglas S. Roberts
John E. Roberts
Tiffany A. Roddenberry
Alan W. Roddy
J. Mark Rodgers
Mark A. Roeder
Douglas B. Rohan
R. William Roland
John D. Roman
Ty G. Roofner
Carrie E. Rosato

Zachary L. Ross
Jodi M. Ruberg
Mitchell J. Rubin
Kathryn M. Rudderman
Trevor C. Ruff
Laura L. Rush
Marlene Sallo
Joseph R. Salzberg
Jessica P. Sanchez
Philip A. Sanden
Hala A. Sandridge
Carlos L. Santi
William H. Sapp
Alex M. Sarsfield
Amelia A. Savage & Rick A. Savage
Vicky A. Savage
Robert J. Scanlan
James M. Schuff
Linda C. Schmidt
Howard L. Schall
Robert A. Schreiber
Alicia J. Schumacher
Charles A. Schuster
Peter Schwarz
Lisa C. Scoles
Lisa E. Scotten
The Honorable Mary S. Scriven &
Lansing C. Scriven
Jon W. Seary
Christopher R. Seifert
Marianna R. Seiler
The Honorable Elizabeth A. Senterfit
Rebecca L. Shaffer
Wesley D. Sherman
Vikki R. Shirley
Michael A. Shore
Jennito Simon
David R. Slater
Barbara R. Smith
Christopher J. Smith
Conti M. Smith
Matthew A. Smith
Dr. Robert S. Smith
Sabra Smith
William H. Sned, Jr.
The Honorable Julie S. Sneed
The Honorable Charles P. Sniffen
Richard H. Sollner
Daniel M. Soloway
Brenden D. Soucy
Lieutenant Colonel Phyllis Robinson South
Steven L. Sparkman
Tricia A. Spivey
Colonel Isaac C. Spragg
William H. Stafford, III
Hadass Kohn Stagman
Linda J. Stalvey
Marjorie Starnes-Bilotti
Michael B. Stein
Susan L. Stephens

Dustin S. Stephenson
Joan Stewart
Lynn C. Stewart-Mullen
Michael G. Staver
Ted A. Stokes
Krista A. Storey
Sandra R. Stovall
Richard T. Strickland
The Honorable Radford R. Sturgis
Richard M. Summa
Marc A. Sussman
Stephen E. Syfrett
Major Steven P. Szymanski
Sarah R. Taitt & Winston A. Taitt
Charles R. Talley
John Marc Tamayo
Christen R. Tanner & Laura L. Tanner
Professor Charlie M. Taylor
Carol J. Taylor & Phillip H. Taylor
Mark A. Templeton
Timothy W. Terry
Damian E. Thomas
Daron Thomas
James H. Thomas & Daron M. Kaye-Thomas
Mark S. Thomas
Ramona H. Thomas
Shirra R. Thomas
Jordan T. Thompson
Julie C. Thornton & J. Thompson Thornton
Sharon C. Tiffany
John A. Tomason
Michael A. Tomkiewicz
Brandon J. Tomlinson
James L. Torres & Kim W. Torres
H. James Tomay
The Honorable Richard R. Townsend
George E. Tragos
Meredith Trammell
Diane D. Tremor
Richard M. Tucker
Christian B. Turner
Tony A. Turner
United Way of Greater Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey
Sandra M. Upegui
Michael Vaghiwalla
The Honorable Suzanne S. Van Wyk
Mary P. Vance
Margaret L. VanderVaik
Joseph J. Van Rooy & Tara Van Rooy
The Honorable Jessica E. Varn & Craig D. Varn
Robert C. Volpe
Travis A. Voyles
Neill G. Wade, IV
Richard B. Wade
J. Jeffrey Wahlen, Esq
Justin H. Wallace
Louise H. Warren & Ronald B. Warren
The Honorable William David Watkins
Terry L. Watson
Jacquelyn Thomas Watts
Christopher J. Weiss
Robert W. Wells, Jr. & Linda A. Wells
Thomas E. Wheeler, Jr.
Brandon W. White
Larry K. White
William L. Whitesell
Joshua A. Whittman
Charles C. Whittington
Teresa Beazley Widmer
Michael S. Willard
Alaine S. Williams
Professor Kelli A. Williams
Ronnie L. Williams
Bonnie A. Wilmot
Professor Hannah Wiseman
Timothy D. Wolf
Kathleen J. Wolf
Taylor S. Wolff
Richard F. Woodford, Jr.
T. Michael Woods, Sr.
David Luther Woodward
R. Scheffel Wright
The Honorable Philip J. Yacucci, Jr.
Daniel Te Young

ASSOCIATES’ CLUB:

UP TO $99

Ryan C. Abbermouth
Oluremi P. Abidun
Eric T. Abrahamsen & Brynna J. Ross
Alan Abramowitz & Iodi K. Abramowitz
Dr. Barbara D. Abrams
Charles J. Abrams & Megan C. Abrams
Kenny W. Acevedo
Sheylla Aceves
Adedotun R. Adetutu
Julienne Adue
Jamie T. Agnew
Diana M. Aguilar-Sinisterra
Rachel S. Akram
Alexandra E. Akre Kay
Francisco A. Alibes
Benjamin L. Alexander
Jorge R. Alfonso
Asad Ali
Maha Alizadeh
Chase T. Allen
Isaac D. Allen

Paul M. Aloise, Jr.
Abigaill K. Allman & Cameron M. King
Richard Andrew Constantino
Jatin
Joaquín Alvarez
Maame Abena N. Anan-
Ankomah
Charles Anasagasti
Alexander J. Anderson & Crystal D. Anderson
Jared J. Anderson
Landus J. Anderson
Shannon M. Anderson
Jessica K. Andrews
Samantna J. Angelastro
Patricia N. Annunziato
Kailin P. Anouge
Danielle M. Appignani
Ricardo Arevalo-Medellin
James J. Argento
James E. Armstrong
Gustavo E. Arvelo
Frederick L. Aschauer, Jr.
Jeremy Aschman
Terrance L. Ashanta-Barker
Mia J. Athanas
Nicholas E. Athanas
Joshua D. Aubuchon
Elisabeth A. Avilla
Michael A. Baclace
Aaron S. Baghadi
Lakieria B. Bailey
Linda A. Bailey
Nora B. Bailey & Patrick M. Bailey
Rochelle Bailey
Steven Baird
Brittnie R. Baker
Jonathan T. Baker
Kaitlyn F. Baker
Kelly A. Baker
Ronald L. Baker
Enrique Baltar
Rebecca Bandy
Stephen F. Barber
David J. Barberie
Erika J. Barger
Jacob F. Barnes
John A. Barr
Kenneth J. Barr
Jacob Bennett Barrow
Daniel F. Bart
Shirley L. Bates
Ana Eliza T. Bauersachs
Catherine L. Bauman
Kyle S. Bauman
Jett L. Baumann
Emily J. Baxter
Allison J. Beach
David J. Bear
Christopher J. Beardslee
Shay M. Beaudoin

*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*

Ernest A. Cox, IV
Ryan C. Cox
Kathryn E. Crandall
Clayton B. Culler
Teresa F. Cummings
Bailey F. Cunningham
Michael A. Currea
Holly P. Curry
Laura L. Dadowski
Austin T. Dailey
Elizabeth C. Daley
Matthew R. Daley
Emmaly C. Dalton
Brittany Rhudaback Dambly
Alexandria C. Dantes
Jean-Paul C. Dau
Jonathan L. Darden
Colleen I. Darken
Jordan A. Datchko
Cheyayn L. Davidson
Jordan A. Datchko
Jonathan L. Darden
Jean-Paul C. Daou
Brittany Rhudaback Dambly
Emmalyn C. Dalton
Matthew R. Daley
Austin T. Dailey
Laura L. Dadowski
Holly P. Curry
Michael A. Currea
Bailey E. Cunningham
Teresa F. Cummings
Clayton B. Culler
Kathryn E. Crandall
Ryan C. Cox
Dinkins
Sean T. Desmond
Professor Sally C. Gertz
Derek W. Gengler
Markendia H. Geffrard
Alexa C. Gebert
Amanda N. Gay & J. Wes Gay
Craig R. Gaver
Courtney Gatesman
Lester A. Garringer, Jr.
Joseph V. Gardner
Maria F. Garcia Bahamonde
Dr. Alejandro Gancedo
Brandon T. Gamble
Stephanie C. Galloway
Joshua R. Funderburke
Lindsey H. Frost
Daniel P. Fraser
Berly P. Francois
Shalisa M. Francis
Stephen W. Foxwell
Roberta J. Fox
Nicholas A. Fox
Joshua S. Foutz
Edward L. Foster, III
Angela Smith Fortier
Tracy L. Foy
Megan P. Fields
Andrea Guzman
Michael A. Gumula & Michelle A.
Olivier R. Guerrier
Andrew J. Grogan & Lindsay W.
Craig R. Gaver
David W. Grimes
Christian A. Greminger & Michael A. Greif
Jessica L. Gregory
Michael A. Greif
Christian A. Greminger & Elizabeth M. Greminger
Marshawn M. Griffin
David W. Grimes
Andrew J. Grogan & Lindsay W.
Juliana E. Groot
Olivier R. Guerrier
Tabitha M. Guinot
Michael A. Gumula & Michelle A.
Gumula
Andrea Guzman
Grant Haas
Stephen K. Hachey
Lauren L. Hafner
*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
ALL CASH GIFTS BY LEVEL*

*Includes only cash received during the 2020 fiscal year and not prior payments or future pledges. See page 5 for Larger Gift Commitments.
BOOK AWARD SPONSORS  (as of June 30, 2020)

Book Awards generate scholarship funds for the college and recognize the academic achievements of law students. They also recognize the highest student grade in each sponsored course. Awards are sponsored with an annual contribution of $3,000 per year for each of five years. For information about Book Award sponsorship, please contact Becky Shepherd, executive director of alumni outreach and engagement, at 850.644.0231 or rshepher@law.fsu.edu.

Allen Norton & Blue, P.A.
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW

*Tanya L. Bower
TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTITIES

Jason and Leslie Burnett
BANKRUPTCY

Joseph and Alyssa Flood
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Garcia Law Firm, P.A.
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Kelly Hancock
TRIAL STRATEGY

Hopping Green & Sams
LAND USE LAW

Deborah K. Kearney
STATE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

*Neal B. Osiason
BUSINESS PLANNING

Judge Emerson R. Thompson, Jr.
APPELLATE ADVOCACY

Joshua M. Toman
ELECTION LAW

Michael Ufferman Law Firm
CRIMINAL LAW

Jackson C. Varet
ANIMAL LAW

*New Book Award Sponsors for Fiscal Year 2019-2020
THANKS TO OUR ALUMNI RECEPTION SPONSORS (as of June 30, 2020)

In these times of tight budgets, when student scholarships are our greatest priority, we are only able to host alumni receptions that are sponsored by our alumni and friends.

FLORIDA BAR EXAM LUNCHES
BARBRI

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE BREAKFAST
George B. Cappy (’72)
James N. McConnaughhay (’69)
Steven A. Rissman (’72)

HOMECOMING RECEPTION
James N. McConnaughhay (’69)
McConnaughhay, Coonrod, Pope, Weaver & Stern

PALM BEACH ALUMNI RECEPTION
Scott B. Smith (’98)
Scott Smith Injury Law

FT. LAUDERDALE ALUMNI RECEPTION
Leonard K. Samuels (’85)
Berger Singerman

ORLANDO ALUMNI RECEPTION
Nelson Mullins